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INTRODUCTION

WHAT IS THE ROLE OF A
POPULATION EDUCATION
INFORMATION CENTRE?

NATURE

SCOPE

GOAL

APPROACH

EMPHASIS

The Task: To deliver information from its point of genera-
tion to its point of utilisation.

6

1

The nature, scope, goal, approach and em-
phasis of a population education programme
determine the role of a population education
information centre.

Population education is an educational pro-
gramme designed to study the dynamics of popula-
tion situation and its impact on the quality of life
in the family, community, nation and the world.

Population education derives its content from
population studies, demography and quality of
life issues such as education, employment, health,
housing, environment, food and nutrition,
resources and economic development. It may also
include family planning and sex education.

Population education has the ultimate goal of
contributing to the quality of human life now and
in the future.

The teaching and learning of population
education are characterised by systematic and
scientific steps. Population education therefore
lends itself to inductive, problem-solving and
discovery learning processes.

Population education places emphasis on the
clarification of values as learning strategies,
enabling learners to base their decisions concerning
population issues on their own set of values, norms
and attitudes.

Population education information centres
therefore seek to assist population education
programmes in the fulfillment of these five dis-
tinguishing characteristics. The most meaningful
performance measurement of a population educa-
tion centre is based on its ability to deliver
population education information from its point of
generation to its point of utilisation, and to help
achieve the objectives of population education.
The main goals are to facilitate the appropriate
dissemination of population education information
and to ensure its use, to promote better policy-
making and management techniques in population



WHAT IS THE RANGE OF
INFORMATION HANDLED BY A
POPULATION EDUCATION
INFORMATION CENTRE?

WHAT ARE THE SERVICES OF A
POPULATION EDUCATION
INFORMATION CENTRE?

2

education, and to ensure more effective implemen-
tation of curriculum and materials development,
personnel training, teaching and research and
evaluation in population education.

A population education information centre
handles a range of population education informa-
tion related to :

theories, principles, definitions and approaches
in population education

quality of life issues as they are affected by
population dynamics and processes

results of population education research and
other activities

strategies for integrating population education
into different subject areas

developmental programmes in the out-of-
school sector

actual lessons and curriculum materials on
population education

training and teaching methodologies used in
population education

population data, demography and policies

curriculum and instructional materials devel-
opment and personnel training in population
education

others.

The services offered by population education
information centres pivot on the goal of effectively
disseminating population education information
and ensuring its use. These services include :

acquisition and organisation of materials

enquiry services

current awareness services

selective dissemination of information (SDI)
services

documentation and publications

redistribution and translation

training in documentation services

I
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WHY IS INFORMATION
REPACKAGED?

information exchange

technical and advisory services in documen-
tation and information.

These services maybe user-oriented (e.g.
enquiry/reference service, referrals, current aware-
ness), or user group and outreach-oriented (e.g.
document distribution, translation services, redis-
tribution).

A user community consists of individuals
who, by virtue of their professions, positions and
activities, share common areas of interest and
require similar types of information.

To assist population education information
centres in their goal of facilitating the appropriate
dissemination and use of information, information
is repackaged. Repackaging of information refers
to the presentation of information in more under-
standable, readable, acceptable and usable forms.

The repackaging of population education
information serves the following functions:

as a saving tool User groups have little use
for information over and above their require-
ments. The repackaging of information helps
reduce the amount of time user groups may
otherwise have to spend on laborious perusal

As a saving tool As a translation tool

3
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HOW TO USE THIS MANUAL

PART I

4

and interpretation of various population
education information.

as a selective and systematic sorter of useful
information User groups should be pro-
vided not just with more information but
more importantly with better and usable
information, selected can the basis of their
needs and presented in a language and a
format most useful to them.

as a means for more extensive information
transmission and delivery User groups are
ensured wider access to useful information
originally contained only in limited copies of
publications available in libraries and docu-
mentation centres.

as a translation tool An increasing number
of good materials are being prepared in
various national languages and local dialects.
These would have to be translated into a more
commonly used language to ensure wide use.

as an opportunity for the practical application
of research results User groups are provided
an opportunity to correlate the world of
practice with the wealth of information
emanating from research studies, experiments
and action projects through explicit policy and
practical implications and recommendations.

as a means for the prompt delivery of relevant
information User groups are kept updated
on latest available population education
information, a facility that is particularly
made significant by the currently rapid
generation of new information which may
sometimes invalidate information preceding
it.

Outreach population education information
services, concentrating on the repackaging of
information, will be the main emphasis of this
manual.

Describes the factors which determine the
choice of repackaging activities for population
education information. These factors are as
follows:

characteristics and subject interests of poten-
tial user communities

a



PART II

PART III
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functions of specific population education
information centres

availability and capability of trained per-
sonnel

budget allocation

availability of reproduction facilities

administrative policies.

Examines the audiences/users of a population
education information centre. It will analyse the
criteria and methods used to identify various user
groups and their respective population education
information needs, as well as their priorities/pre-
ferences for specific forms of repackaged informa-
tion. The goal is to respond to their information
needs and priorities with the most appropriate
of repackaging activity.

The classification of user groups can be based
on their shared information needs, and information
absorption characteristics.

This part will also describe the ways by which
to identify priority user communities, based on
the following :

USERS' response rate to surveys measuring
the extent of utilisation of population educa-
tion information and materials

USERS' demographic charact,,istics, such as
age, educational attainment, profession/posi-
tion, etc.

USERS' actual/potential contributions to the
attainment of the goals of a population educa-
tion programme

the present level of implementation of a
population education programme.

Studies in detail the different strategies for
repackaging population education information for
special audiences. These strategies include :

current awareness accessions or acquisitions
lists; bibliographies

selective dissemination of information (SDI)

analysis, consolidation and synthesis of in-
formation literature reviews; case studies;
state-of-the-art papers

10
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tailoring, reduction and special assemblages
of materials abstracts; extracts/excerpts;
reprints; data compilation and processing;
handbooks/manuals; packages of materials

translation of materials

directories and inventories

announcements of current events, programme
activities and publicity materials newslet-
ters; news sheets; news service and publicity

audio-visual media/kit
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Part I

FACTORS FOR DETERMINING
APPROPRIATE REPACKAGING ACTIVITIES
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PART I

Systematically determining the repackaging activi-
ties most suited to the information needs of user
communities becomes especially significant for
population education information centres with
limited budget, resources and manpower capability
to handle elaborate and comprehensive repackaging
programmes. Repackaging activities are ;elected
based on the following factors:

4

I.

User communities
presidents, directors, heads,
middle4evel administrators

chief of sectors

I. Professions, major functions and subject
interests of user communities

The following matrix illustrates how users'
professions, iiajor functions and subject interests
correspond with specific repackaging activities best
suited to their needs.

As shown, a number of repackaging activities
cut across a wide range of user communities. The
newsletter is the best repackaging activity that
responds to the widespread interest in recent
events and field developments. The technical
bulletin or journal is considered the most appro-
priate repackaging activity for disseminating
technical information in training, policy making
and management, IEC, research and evaluation,
and other areas.

MATRIX OF POPULATION EDUCATION
(In-School) USER COMMUNITIES CLAS-
SIFIED BY MAJOR FUNCTIONS, IN-
FORMATION REQUIREMENTS AND
RECOMMENDED REPACKAGING ACTIVI-
TIES

Major Functions

policy-making, planning and administration

Repackaging Activities

bulletins or journals containing technical papers
subject interests 1,2,3,4

stateof4he-art/
literature reviews

policy reports

newsletters

prowess reports

on

(A)

Information Needs

Recent trends in theories, principles, definitions and
approaches in population education

General knowledge about the various components of
population education, e.g. curriculum development, teacher
training, research and evaluation, policy- making and man-
agement

relationship between population education and quality of
life and other development programmes, such as nutrition,
health, food, migration, housing employment and income

inter-disciplinary and multi-disciplinary view of population
education

case studies on the management of population education
programmes in other countries

results or findings of research on evaluation studies of
various components or activities of population education

8
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II.

User Communities

curriculum developers,
editors, subject specia-
lists, writers, trainers,

artists, mass media
personnel

Major Functions

curriculum and in-
structional materials
development

Repackaging Activities

actual teaching/leaming
curriculum materials

guides

textbooks, syllabuses

multi-media packages

newsletters

bulletins or journals
containing technical pa-
pers on subject interests
12,3,7

research abstracts

data sheets/demogra-
phic handbooks

(B)

Information Needs

theories, principles, defini-
tions and approaches in
population education

theories, approaches and
strategies in curriculum
and instructional materials
development

relationship between pop-
ulation education and
quality of life

strategies for integrating
population education in

different subject areas

teaching me. )dologies in
population euacation

actual lessons and curri-
culum materials contain-
ing population education

inter-disciplinary and mul-
a-disciplinary view of pop-
ulation education

research in and evaluation
of curriculum develop-
ment

scope and sequence of
population education

population data, policies
and programme

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

1

2

3

4

5

9
6

10

7

8
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User
Communities

trainers, trainees, head-
masters, supervisors
or superintendents,

resource
persons

Major Functions

personnel and teacher
training

Repackaging Activities

actual training materials

audio-visual aids

multi-media training kit

training syllabuses and
designs

new sie tte rs

research reports on
teacher training pro-
grammes

bulletins or journals
containing technical pa-
pers on subject interests
1,2 3,4

data sheets and demo-
graphic yearbook

Information Needs

theories, principles, defini-
tions and approaches in
population education

theories, approaches and
alternative strategies in
personnel and teacher
training and orientation

relationship between pop-
ulation education and
quality of life

population data, demogra-
phy, population policies

training methodologies in
population education

actual training designs and
syllabuses

inter- disciplinary and .. _

ti-disciplinary view of pop-
ulation education

research in and evaluation
of training programmes

14
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Major Functions

teaching

Repackaging Activities

journals or bulletins
on subject interests
1,2,3

guidebooks or hand-
books on teaching
methodologies

sample lessons and
learning materials

teachers' and pupils'
guides

textbooks, syllabuses,

audio-visual kits

multi-media packages
for classroom teaching

data sheets, handbooks
on demography

newsletters

Information Needs

theories, principles, defini-
tions and approaches in
population education

relationship between pop-
ulation education and
quality of life

inter-disciplinary and mul-
ti-disciplinary view of
population education

teaching methodologies

strategies for integrating
population education con-
cepts in various subject
areas

research in and evaluation
of classroom teaching in
population education

pscyhology on readiness of
students to learn popula-
tion education

scope and sequences, cog-
nitive, affective and beha-
vioural objectives in teach-
ing population education

population data, policies
and demography

(D)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

1

2

3

4

5

V.

User
Communities

researchers, faculty
members, students,

academicians, super-
visors/superintendents,

project
evaluators

Major Functions

research and evalua-
tion

Repackaging Activities

manuals on research
and evaluation meth-
odologies, including
actual instruments in
population education

demographic yearbooks,
population data and
policies, handbooks

research reports, ab-
stracts

research journals or
bulletins

newsletters

Information Needs

basic statistics, population
data and demography

baseline surveys on know-
ledge, attitude and behaviour
of students, teachers and
parents towards the teaching
of population education, etc.

evaluation of curriculum
materials, teacher training
strategies, use of teaching and
training methodologies

content analysis of curricu-
lum materials

research findings on curricu-
lum development, teacher
training, management

research findings on various
population issues

methods for evaluating and
conducting research on pop-
ulation education

10
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II. Functions of a population education information centre

Examples of Primary
Functions

Priority for Repackaging
Activity

Reason

lending institution/library current awareness (ex. list of new
arrivals, acquisitions lists, biblio-
graphies on population education)

to alert users to the range of
available publications

data gathering/analysis literature reviews, state-of-the-
art, critical reviews, secondary
data analysis, case studies

to gather and provide analysis
of data for researchers, project
developers/implementors enga-
ged in population education

referral centres profiles, directories and inven-
tones of various information
sources on population education

to effectively direct users to
appropriate sources of informa-
tion

Based on their primary functions, population
education information centres place their priorities
on specific types of repackaging activities, as
seen in the chart above.

Ill. Availability and capability of trained per-
sonnel

The size, professional qualifications and levels
of experience of the staff also affect the choice of
repackaging activity.

Repackaging activities in a population educa-
tion information centre involve four stages of work,
namely, gathering of sources/reference materials,
preparation of copy, production and distribution.
Manpower requirements vary from one stage to the
next. For example, while an assistant can under-
take the gathering of sources, a writer/subject
specialist would have to prepare the copy and
submit it to an editor/publications officer for
editing. Distribution can be handled by a distri-
bution assistant.

Manpower requirements also vary depending
on the nature of the repackaging activity. For
instance, the preparation of a bi-weekly accessions
list would require the services of one junior
librarian and one t) gist only. A monthly abstract
bulletin on specialised fields requires one junior
librarian, one senior documentalist/subject specia-
list and a clerical staff. Depending on its size and
publication intervals, a newsletter may require one
senior editor cum artist only, or a staff consisting
of a librarian, writer, editor and artist.

11

N. Budget

Manpower, production and distribution costs
are important considerations in the selection of
repackaging activities. To estimate the total cost
of a repackaging activity, a detailed work schedule
covering all stages of work leading to production
should be prepared.

Manpower costs maybe particularly signifi-
cant during the gathering of sources and the pre-
paration of copy. The cost-effectiveness of hiring a
senior editor on a permanent basis or of engaging a
consultant writer, for example, would have to be
evaluated by a population education information
centre ' ' ich intends to publish newsletters/
bulletins on a regular basis but does not currently
have the staff to undertake the work.

The cost of distribution is easier to determine
and can be based on current distribution costs of
similar publications. Allow for cost variations
depending on the channels or modes of distribu-
tion used, the extent of local and foreign distri-
bution, and the volume and weight of the
publication. Government offices can sometimes
avail of free franking privileges in distributing pro-
motional materials.

V. Reproduction facilities

Access to photocopying and mimeographing
machines enables a population education informa-
tion centre to produce current awareness materials,
extracts, excerpts and photocopies.

16



Using graphic and audio-visual facilities, an
electric typewriter and an efficient offset litho, the
range of repackaging activities widens and may
include newsletters, literature reviews, bibliogra-
phies, packages of materials and audio-visual
materials.

The volume of reproduction is restricted not
only by the type of equipment used but also by
the cost involved. Carbon copying, diazzo or
photocopying are economical only up to about 20
copies; up to about 1,000 copies for stencil and
offset litho duplication; and up to some 10,000
copies for xerography and offset plate.

VI. Administrative policies

Ideally, the interplay of these five factors
should determine the types of repackaging activi-

ties which a population education information
centre should undertake. In reality, however,
these five factors are not always given due consi-
deration.

Over and above these factors is the decidedly
powerful influence of administrative policies
concerning repackaging activities. Administrative
policies are shaped by political pressures, prevailing
financial and labour situations, as well as by per-
sonal biases and prejudices. For instance, when
publicity-oriented activities are promoted, includ-
ing newsletters and tape /side presentations,
instead of more technical, academic and in-depth
analysis of population problems in the form of
bulletins or journals as required by the users, a
population education information centre sheds
its user-orientation and becomes more institution-
oriented.

12 17



Part II

IDENTIFYING USER GROUPS, THEIR INFORMATION NEEDS AND
CORRESPONDING REPACKAGING ACTIVITIES
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PART II

User groups, their information needs and the cor-
responding repackaging activities can also be iden-
tified based on the following factors:

I. SHARED INFORMATION NEEDS

One method of identifying user groups has
been presented in Part I, based on users' profes-
sions, major functions and subject interests.
Although users may be classified into various user
communities by virtue of their work or activities
or even professional levels, some repackaging
activities are common to them by virtue of their
shared information needs. The sharing of subject
interests does not, however, eliminate the need for
user-specific repackaging activities dealing with
different subject interests.

For example, a survey' undertaken by the
Institute of Population Studies of Chulalongkorn
University, Bangkok reveals a number of specific
subject interests that are shared by different user
groups.

Table I shows that the subjects of research
methodology, mortality, nuptiality and migration
are the most commonly shared information needs
among researchers, secondary school teachers and
university lecturers.

14

Table II shows that the four most widely
shared forms of repackaged information are the
academic journal, newsletter, textbook and
pamphlet.

The academic journal is commonly used by
planners, trainers and university lecturers; the
newsletter by researchers, trainers and university
lecturers; the textbook by trainers, university
lecturers and teachers; and the pamphlet by
planners, teachers and librarians.

TABLE 1.
USER GROUPS AND SHARED INFORMATION
NEEDS*

User Groups Subject Interest

planners

researchers

trainers

university lecturers

secondary school teachers

libranans/documentalists

public health, population eco-
nomics, medical population,
labour, education, research

methodology

fertility, migration, research
methodology, mortality, nup-
tiality, population statistics

sociologically - oriented family
planning, sex education,
population policy in Thailand,
IEC, population statistics

population policy, urbaniza-
tion, mortality, fertility,
migration, research meth-
odology

population policy in Thailand
and the world, law and
copulation, mortality, migra-
tion, population education,
nuptiality

education, women and devel-
opment, medical population,
law and population

19



HOW TO IDENTIFY USER GROUPS, THEIR INFORMATION NEEDS AND

THE CORRESPONDING REPACKAGING ACTIVITIES

TABLE II.
USER GROUPS AND
ACTIVITIES

SHARED REPACKAGING

User Groups Forms of Repackaging

planners

researchers

trainers

university lecturers

secondary school teachers

librarians, documentalists

research abstract, c,.ademic
journal, newspaper article,
pamphlet

academic research report,
research abstract, newsletter,
easy-reading research report

newsletter, textbook, easy-
reading research report,
academic journal

academic research report,
academic journal, newsletter,
textbook

textbook, poster, newspaper,
pamphlet

newspaper article, poster,
newspaper, pamphlet

Data in Tables 1 and 2
Survey to Identify and Update
of Key Personnel in Population
Bangkok, institute of Population
1983.

were derived from the Report: A
Specific Subject Needs and Interests

and Family Planning in Thailand.
Studies, Chulalongkorn University,

15

Table II also shows the shared interest among
all user communities in basic information on the
nature, definition and approaches of population
education, as well as in inter-disciplinary and multi-
disciplinary views of population education. These
topics comprise the most basic background
information required of all professionals in popula-
tion education to enable them to have a better
grasp of their respective areas of work.

II. INFORMATION ABSORPTION CHARAC-
TERISTICS

Another useful consideration is the ability of
different user groups to absorb information. For
example,while policy makers aged 40-50 share an
interest in demography, they do differ in their
ability to absorb information. In other words,
a finer set of factors, in addition to professional
levels, geographical location, organisational set-up,
and subject interests, effects the degree to which
publications can be effective in creating change.
These factors, which are discussed below, deter-
mine to a great extent users' ability to absorb
information.

a) Educational attainment a Id literacy levels

Research studies' have shown that users with
lower levels of literacy benefit more from re-
packaged information that are heavily illustrated
with pictures, charts, and other visual aids.
Likewise, less educated individuals are more
influenced by one-sided presentations when
already convinced of the position advocated, and
also exhibit more marked changes of opinion when
conclusions to a problem are explicitly drawn. For
users with a higher level of education, two-sided
presentations are much more effective. This dif-
ference is given due consideration, for example, in
deciding the suitability of discussing the advantages
and/or disadvantages of a large family size.

20



b) Professional levels and workload

The professional levels and workload of users
also influence their information absorption charac-
teristics. For example, policy maters and adminis-
trators at the top of the organisational hierarchy
are usually confronted with an overload of
information material for which they do not have
sufficient time to absorb and much less peruse.
In this case, repackaging activities that summarize
entire documents, highlighting only the most
important points and their policy-oriented implica-
tions or recommendations are suggested.

c) Psychological, cultural and social variables

A considerable number of research studies'
on information diffusion and utilisation show that
different psychological, cultural and social variables
affect users' capacity to absorb and internalise
information.

For instance. the effectiveness of fear appeals
in changing attitudes and behaviour, such as the
adverse effects of non- or limited access to educa-
tion and housing facilities on families with more
than two children, depends on the credibility of
the source of information and the extent of
general/public support to the message conveyed by
a particular piece of information. Fear appeals
directed to the welfare of people valued by the
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receiver of information (e.g. family members, close
friends) are also effective.

The projection of cultural similarities also
accounts for better absorption characteristics.
For instance, the use of a picture of a family
enjoying the many benefits of a highly urbanised
place may prove counterproductive if the audience
consists of rural families.

d) Awareness of the population programme
and attitude towards it

Absorption characteristics are also affected by
the users' level of awareness of the population
education programme and their attitudes to it.

At various stages leading to their acceptance
of an innovation in the population education pro-
gramme, users need different types of infor..nu
tion.4 Initially, users would require information
on the nature of the innovation (i.e. values clari-
fication as a new method for teaching population
education), its advantages, uses and the reasons
for accepting it vis-a-vis the traditional teaching
approach. These initial information motivate users
to seek more in-depth and comprehensive informa-
tion later. In the final stage, users would require
information that will reinforce their acceptance/
adoption of this teaching innovation, and also
provide them with future options for other teach-
ing innovations, such as the discovery or inquiry
approach, game /simulation and role playing.
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I
CONDUCTING USER NEEDS SURVEY

The classification of audiences into user
communities is best undertaken through a systema-
tic assessment of the users' information require-
ments. An assessment of information requirements
should answer the questions: Who needs what
type of information? In what form is the informa-
tion most likely to be used? When is this informa-
tion needed? How long will it take to disseminate
it?

Generally, a population education informa-
tion centre need not conduct a u..2rs' survey in
order to classify its users, based on their geographic
location, nature of organisation and type of pro-
fessions. However, a population education
information centre requiring additional details in
its name file/mailing list woula need a users'
survey. Comprehensive data on the users' pro-
fessional levels, media habits, information needs
and preferred information services certainly help
in the more accurate selection of appropriate
repackaging activities.

In addition to surveys, users' needs can be
identified based on discussions with users, thz...

content of their letters of request, or their bor-
rowing records.

Questionnaires and interview schedules are
usually used to conduct surveys. Although ques-
tionnaires permit a wider coverage of respondents
as well as ease in the tabulation and analysis of
results, they are restricted in the range of queries
that they can raise and which can be answered with
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sufficient clarity by the respondents. This limita-
tion places great importance on the presentation of
well thought-out multiple choice answers from
which the respondents can select their replies.

The mechanics for the tabulation and analysis
of results should be taken into account during the
preparation of the survey forms. Questionnaires
should be pre-tested before they are sent out to
the respondents.

As a pre-survey activity, a field investigation
of previously conducted surveys with similar
objectives and target respondents should be under-
taken. Pertinent studies should be consulted for
the relevance of their findings and recommenda-
tions, and the applicability of their methodologies
and data-gathering tools in the new survey under
consideration.'

The objectives of the new survey and the type
of information it seeks should be clearly defined.
The utilisation of the collected information should
be determined. A population education informa-
tion centre which does not intend to set up a
repackaging programme that is selective and user-
specific need not conduct in-depth surveys of
users' profiles and their information needs.

To facilitate the mailing of completed ques-
tionnaires, survey forms should be designed as self-
mailers. The average response rate for self-mailers
is up to 50 per cent of the total number of resnon-
dents.
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EXAMPLES OF
QUESTIONNAIRES*

1. The Unesco Population Education Clearing
House uses a simple Reader's Profile and Subject
Interests Survey questionnaire that includes the
most basic items namely, (a) name and address,
(b) major activities or specific work, (c) profes-
sional level (i.e. policy maker, administrator,
practitioner, researcher, information worker,
librarian, etc.), (d) major subject interests or
information requirements, and (e) preferred
repackaging format.

2. A more in-depth questionnaire is incorporated
in a survey conducted by the Population Institute
of Chulalongkorn University to identify and
update specific subject needs and interests of key
personnel in population and family planning in
Thailand. The questionnaire includes the following
items: (a) socio-economic and demographic charac-
teristics; (b) information needs; (c) sources of popu-
lation/family planning materials; (d) reliability
of publication delivery; (e) sufficiency in the num-
ber of publications; (f) relevance of publications;
(g) preferred forms of publications; and (h) pre-
ferred language.

See simples in Appendix.
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Beyond merely identifying information needs,
this questionnaire studies other factors that are
likely to condition or influence information-
seeking and utilisation behaviour. A statistical
analysis of data on the socio-economic and demo-
graphic characteristics or sources of population
materials will reflect the sufficiency and relevance
of the publications, indicating the extent of utilisa-
tion of different types of information.

DATA ANALYSIS

Data collected can be transferred into
meaningful figures in a variety of ways. The
most common is the calculation of the fre-
quency and percentage distribution of the data
and their arrangement in tabular form!' When
sets of figures are presented in tabular form, the
relationships among them are easier to establish.

To make a table more meaningful, totals
and percentages should be shown. In addition
to showing the relationship between two
variables, percentages are also useful in demon-
strating three-way associations.
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HOW TO PRIORITISE USER COMMUNITIES

While priority audiences can be arbitrarily
identified based on a number of practical consi-
derations, a more accurate basis is provided by the
results of a users' needs survey.

In the main, the need to prioritise user groups
stems from budgetary considerations. Financial
restrictions limit a population education informa-
tion centre's range of repackaging activities. They
curtail the bulk production, variety and distribu-
tion of publications. For example, one typical
user group of a population education information
centre comprises teachers. The number of teachers
in almost any Asian country varies from about
2,000 to 300,000 or more. This is too big a
group to cover. Most population education in-
formation centres which can manage to send a
teacher's guide each to the 300,000 teachers with-
out having to do much tailoring of information
is already doing a good job. The mechanics of
mailing materials to more than 2,000 addresses or
distributing them through standard channels can
already prove difficult.

To maximise the cost-effectiveness of opera-
tion, the distribution of publications should be
limited to user groups who show keen interest
in the information services and repackaging activi-
ties of a population education information centre.
They are the ones most likely to use information
services and products.

Priority audiences can be identified based on
the following considerations.

I. Users' response rate to surveys

User communities with a high response rate
to surveys undertaken by a population education
information centre will automatically constitute a
priority audience. A survey undertaken by the
Unesco Population Education Clearing House
shows tremendously high response rate for
teachers, compared with other user groups.' The
survey also shows that low- to mid-level employees,
rather than high-level officials, undertake the task
of responding to questionnaires mailed to offices.
This stresses the need for special efforts to identify
mid- and low-level officials in agencies, teacher
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training institutions and faculty members of
schools and to give them priority in the mailing
list, as they are more likely to use information and
materials from population education information
centres more than others.

II. Demographic characteristics

Demographic characteristics include such fac-
tors as age, educational attainment, occupation,
etc. A survey undertaken by the Institute of
Population Studies at Chulalongkom University
shows that practitioners of population and family
planning with high educational attainment consult
technical materials from international organisa-
tions for information on population-related topics,
while user groups with a lower level of education
rely on the mass media and other local sources.
This clearly shows that if the priority audience of
a population education information centre is com-
prised of user groups with a high level of educa-
tion, it should handle more academically or
technically-oriented publications.

Ill. Users' actual/potential contributions to the
attainment of the goals of a population edu-
cation programme

Based on their roles in society and how their
attitudes and behaviour affect the direction of a
population education programme, some user
groups can also be classified as a priority audi-
ence.'

For instance, if the goal of a population
education programme is to solicit acceptance of
family planning in the rural areas, the first step is
to determine which user groups contribute :,lost
to the attainment of this goal. This pinpoints to
the 15-45 age group which consists of men and
women in their child-bearing years. As a second
step, the patterns of acceptance and adoption of
innovation of this group in rural areas should be
examined. The questionnaire should include
questions to identify community leaders and
influential community members who are consi-
dered as decision-making leaders on the matter of
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family planning. This group then also becomes
a high priority audience.

IV. Present level of implementation of a popula-
tion education programme

The stage of implementation reached by a
population education programme is a useful guide
in identifying priority audiences. For example, the
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introduction of a population education programme
into the school curriculum entails initially the
training of teachers in the classroom teaching of
population education and the training of curri-
culum developers in developing curriculum
materials. At this stage, the primary audience con-
sists of trainers and curriculum developers, while
the secondary audience includes researchers and
students.
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Part III

STRATEGIES FOR REPACKAGING
OF POPULATION EDUCATION INFORMATION
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G.

A. CURRENT AWARENESS

Current awareness alerts users to the availabil-
ity of latest publications in a population education
information centre. It maybe user-oriented (e.g.
duplication of contents lists, routing of books/
periodicals, and current awareness displays); or
user community-oriented (e.g. accessions/
acquisitions lists and bibliographies)."Jar
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PART III

This section will limit its discussion to
accessions/acquisitions lists and bibliographies
because of their direct usefulness to librarians,
researchers A *td practitioners, such as trainers,
teachers and .iriters.

Repackaging activitqn, ...%ouid be tailored to
the needs of user communities, as well as to the
uses for which they are intended. This part of the
manual focuses on repackaging activities that have
been found most effective by special user com-
munities.

1. Accessions or acquisitions lists

Accessions or acquistions lists serve as cur-
rent guide to recently received/acquired literature
and are issued on a regular basis, i.e. bi-weekly,
monthly, quarterly and so forth, depending on the
amount of materials received by a population
education information centre within a given

period.

Each issue may contain 30 to 50 items,
presented in a simple layout and arranged
according to accessions number or subject category
field or type of material. The most widely
accepted arrangement is by subject category field.

Data should be limited to essentials only,
excluding i -.. ormation not suitable for "current
awareness" purposes. Titles should be made to
stand out, whi!e library classification numbers and
other kinds of numbers should be given less
emphasis. Annotations may be included depending
on the type of users and their location.
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STRATEGIES FOR REPACKAGING POPULATION EDUCATION

INFORMATION FOR SPECIAL AUDIENCES

=1101.
Guidelines41111

a. CHECKING AND CATALOGUING
PUBLICATIONS

OF are used depending on the needs of the target
users.

Publications received are checked and
catalogued on cards or slips of paper, using a
particular citation format. The type and amount
of information included in each citation depend
on the type of users.

Citations intended for use by busy admin-
istrators and practitioners and their office
colleagues may be limited to the publication's title,
author and file number. However, librarians and
researchers require more comprehensive citations
as they may use these as bases in selecting new
materials for their own collection. In this case, the
publisher, price and source of the publication and
other additional information would be helpful.

b. WRITING OF CLASSIFICATION NUM-
BER, BIBLIOGRAPHIC DESCRIPTORS
AND ANNOTATIONS OR ABSTRACTS

Titles should be more prominently displayed
compared with classification numbers and other
numerical codes. Descriptors and/or annotations

c. ARRANGEMENT OF ENTRIES

Entries are arranged depending on the length
of the list and the number of times that it is
p'iblished, as well as on the needs of users. For
short lists, with 20 to 30 items or less, entries are
arranged alphz:Jetically by author. For longer
lists, entries are arranged by subject matter and
further sub-divided according to type of material.

Following are different types of accessions
lists containing different types of information.
Some accessions lists include only the most basic
information, such as the author title, place and
date of publication; others incluae more detailed
information, such as descriptors. There are also
those which contain very comprehensive in-
formation that include ISBN number, computer
control number, etc. The examples shown also
illustrate the various methods of arranging
entries, such as by author or by subject area.
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EXAMPLES
OF ACCESSIONS/ ACQUISITIONS LISTS

A) Simple (From the Population Education Accessions List, Population Education Programme Service,
Unesco, Bangkok)

BANGLADESH

12. Bangladesh. Ministry of Education.
Population Education Programme.
Sociological almanac: Bangladesh.

Dhaka, 1983. 48p.

Source: Population Education
Programme

Ministry of Education
House No.62, Rood No.7/A

Dhaka -9, Bangladesh

CHINA

13. (Jiangsu Education Institute.
Population Education Teaching and

h Unit, Nanjing. Kmuledge
about population statistics.
Nanjing, 1981. 64p. (Training

material for population education
teachers in middle schools))
In Chinese.

Source: Population Education Teaching
Research Unit

Jiangsu Education Institute
Nanjing, Jiangsu Province
People's Republic of China

Resource Materials
(Sourcebooks)

Population Compositiin
and Dynamics

Statistics
Bangladesh

Resource Materials
(Source Books)

Training Materials
Teacher Education
Secondary Grades
Demography
China, People's Rep. of

and

B) Comprehensive (From ADOPT Current
tre/Library Network)

Awareness Service for ESCAP Population Information Cen-

Pats Type
Indicator)

Title

Collation .k n vex ous peg ngs
Parent) 4-arenagerent module series. no.4.
Title

The original version was presented at the
Workshop on Development of Nodular Training
Management of Family Planning Programmes (1977
Kuala Lumpur) .

To improve managerial capabilities in co-ordination, this
module places an emphasis on basic concepts and skills in the
co-ordination process, both for co- ordination of units within a
complex organization and co-ordination between different
organizations.

76

351

A843 J (-LC Classification Number
.4

Corporate Author Personal Author

(As a and
Coo nat on emen

I!, .tu stration
on

[

ADOPT
c83iii57)t- Citation

Number

Place of Publication
Date of

Publicatione
NMI

l'571/7 11.7717_ 04:10

y p ing programme

Note

{Abstract

APOOIC Training
Materials for

Aug 22-Sap 3 :

Descrip J FAMILY PLANNING PROMAVIMES/ MANAGEMENT/ TEACHING AIDS/
tors 1 BIBLIOGRAPHIES/ ASIA/

Source of f SOUN=E: Asian and Pacific Development Administration Centre, 3
Publicationt Jalan Spooner, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
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Abdel-Nalak, Anouart lalyhn Ceo Tr!, Sernard Rosier at L:
?Muth Khoi. Clei pour une strategic Nouvelle du
detlloppament. Paris, Las Editions Ouvriiiss/Unesco,
1984. 226 p.

336.9

ACCU Meeting of the Editorial Committas of ths Asian 655.5
Copublication Programme, Tokyo, 4-6 December 1984. Report.
Tokyo, Asian Cultural Centre for Unesco, 1965. 15 p.

Acker, Sandra and others.). eds. Women and eduoation. 376
London, Kogan Pap*, 1144. 356 p. (World yearbook of
education 1984)

Adler, Richaad Lind otharg. Religious cooperation in the 299
Pacific Islands. Suva, Fiji, University of the South
Pacific, 1963. ix, 231 p.

AITASCAP/USA/D Training Workshop on the Uses of Micro-
computers in Remote Sensing Data Analysis and Display,
Bangkok, 6-10 August 1964. Report of the workshop.
Bangkok, ESCAP, 1964. 17 p. a appendices.

651.8

Asian Seminar on A Christian Perspective Co Adult Education 374.95
in a Changing World, Hong Kane, 17-19 October 1983.
Report of the Seminar. Hong Kong, YWCA, 1965. 179 p.

Australia. National Commission for Chasm. Teaching henna 323.4
right*, ed. by Alice Erh-Soon Tay in collaboration with
Grams Connelly and Roger Wilkins. Canberra, Australian
Government Publishing Service, 1981. 216 p.

Australian National Commission for Unimico. Data banks for 310
socio-ommumrio tatistios and analysis; *weary report of
the Unesoo Regional Workshop, Melbourne, 9 -12 January 1984.
Melbourne, Institute of Applied Economic and Social
Research 1964. 43 p.

B aldridgs, J. Victor ed. The dymmeios of organisational
change in education, ed. by J. Victor Baldridge and
Terrence Deal. Berkeley, Calif., McCutchan Publishing
Corporation, 1083. xi, 490 p.

B arnes, Douglas. Pnaotioal curriculum study. London, 375.1
Routladgs a Kagan Paul, 1982. xv, 510 p.

B arrow, Robin. Language and thought: re-thinking Language 420.7
across the curriculum. London, Ontario, Faculty of
Education, University of Western Ontario, 1983. 39 p.

375.37

Barton, Len, Roland Msighsn and Stephen walker. Schooling, 379.15
ideology and the curriculum. Sussex, Fulmer Press, 1980.
207 p.

This accessions list organises entries by subject
area. Under each subject area, entries are further
classified alphabetically by author. The bibliogra-
phic description is more comprehensive as it
provides descriptors and source.

This accessions list carries simple bibliograrhic
description with just the call number. Entries are
arranged alphabetically by author.

DEMOGRAPHIC RESEARCH

59. Sivasurthy, M. Ovowth and structure of
human population in the presence of
mtgration. London. Academic P . 1902.
227p.

312.010 6624g

60. Thailand. National Statistical Office.
Fertility and family planning: 1980
population and housing census, by Chintana
Pejaranond and Aphichat Chamrstrithirong.
Bangkok, 1984. 120p. (Subject report,
no.3) In Thai and English

301.321 2364f

61. U.N. Department of International Economic
and Social Affairs.

The application of an extended social
accounting matrix to the analysis of
interrelationships between population,
resources, environment and development.
New York, 1982. 45p.

301.32 U54a

62. Population bulletin of the United Nations,
no.1v. New York, 1984. 89p.

312 U54p no.16

DOCUMENTATION

63. Association for Population/Family Planning
Libraries and Information Centers -
Intelnationsl (APLIC) Population and
related organisations. international
address list, comp. by Ruth Sandor and
Jan Vanderlin. Chapel Hill, N.C., 1984.
67p. (APL1C special publication; 85)

R 060 A642pr

Demographic Analysis
Population Change
Research Nethadolagy
Models

Population Research
Statistics
Fertility Rate
Family Planning
Contraceptive Practice
Thailand

Population Research
Development Planning
Natural Resources
Ent:in:anent

Demographic Analysts
Population Distribution
Mortality
Health Care
Fertility Surveys
Research Methodology

D:roctories
Population Activities
Information, Education,

Communication Centers
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Audi Orls) ednoelel. or country
and/or authority born when the
document originated

Code number Au atonal. erlitinels1 ou pays el /au
Nunueo de Code outwit qui oil produil I. documeni
Marrero da Awaits, twasstorlosl o Oast y/o

stotonOtal eve *bond al document*

IMMO/01033

Title
tr

I kat

Derruer, Andre, ed. The Fultilateral exchlago of educational audio-visuel
materials: exist4A2_11shapisen and_AgAgassimilAt_kee_bile.r.e, Paris, Presco,

International Standard bolt 1900. 157 p., figs., tables. Educational methods and techniques; 2. French4
Number edition published in 1979. (eng; also in fre).
Svsm.P.or"*".100.11 92-3-101995-0.
nurtunotation °salaries
&SW,' InornaccinalPaM Descriptors: audiovisual aids: audiovisual prop : instructional materiels;
Nuatesacton Isfros educational media: information exchange: cultural exchange; documentation

centres: information networks; media resources centres: adairistrative
Downs boon aveowbeibe ---Pprobleas; materials preparation; data processing: regional cooperatior:
roes one retrieval These terms we national regional cooperation: USA: Canada: Gersacy FP: UK: France; Europe
d rOWII from the UeeletBE *duce. Scandinavia: Eastern Europe: Latin America.
woe Messy/et are NI Paris.

1975
TO"ner d oda rage oour suss en
memoir. et reChercnes lade de
I ordinaleur Ca. tonnes sad Cella
du Thew sue de 1 eduCalKin

Unesco 51, 3 ad Pans. Uneeco
19;9
Tome= do ***opals to mow-
race/. jr Pawed* on I a mato* *
/a coatouladon Estes *mow San
solo estrastos Oa Tosayto de la
***goo Uatesco-Olt, Jr * Pars.
*as* 1979

Place of rautekation publisher. dab,
or issue and number ol pages
betide publiCalion @Odour 081.
citiblicabon it nOmbe do tinges
Lucia, 0. t publication KW°. (echo
* la oublocac* ',mow° 0. OaPoss

Supolornonlary notes
Renserrements comOle.enlarce
Dates cOMINnnfiloOS

Snes
Coll,bon
CelecCan

This study on multilateral exchange mechanises for educational audio-visual
progrbsses and materials aims at facilitating internat4.osal circulation and
e stablishing procedures for cataloguing. The study presents an analysis of
n ational and multilateral organizations, producers and distributors of
material and derives from their activities four models that could be
followed when setting up new mechanisms. It deals with problems to be
considered before setting up an etchings organization emphasizing the
importance of those which are of a linguistic and psycho-sociological
nature. Other problems dealt with are legal and adainistrative structul
choice of media and activities, obsolescence of ials, and finarcial
co rrrrr int..

41
InfonnatIve laetrile
Resume analytalbre
Ras** **ace

Languagels) with indication of
al, Is) in other languagelal
where applicable
1..anointvil Intl oddtoon (It lesunIcs
dam d ateims la.yucs Inr..le d I n

mime
kisomals) too ontlit.7C10/1
rewires, en cites knyvas s, eostrn

This is a computerised accessions list containing a very thorough citation and bibliographic description. In
addition to the bibliographic description, it carries a code number, supplementary notes, language, ISBN
number, descriptors and an informative abstract.

2. Biblwgraphies

Bibliographies serve as a guide to available
literature on a subject. They list references
particular to a subject, covering materials on such
a subject for a given period of time. An example is
a bibliography of audio-visual aids used for teacher
training in population education produced from
1975 to 1985.

Bibliographies are produced for use as :

support background information in research
projects

26

reference tools in training or classroom
teaching

information tools by which to make users
aware of recent materials on a particular
subject

information tools by which to advise
librarians of the availability of new materials
which they may want to acquire.

Bibliographies are also sometimes produced
as a result of a literature search conducted in
response to a request.
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The four types of bibliographies are the
following:

abstract bibliography

annotated bibliography

country or national bibliography

co-operative bibliography bulletin.

a. Abstract bibliography

This provides both bibliographic descriptions
and abstracts of publications. The three types of
abstracts' are the following:

Indicative abstract A short summary to
alert readers to a publication, it highlights main
points in order to help readers decide whether to
refer to the original publication or not.

Informative abstract A thorough condensa-
tion of a publication's content, it can be used as a
reference in place of the original publication.

Evaluative abstract In addition to being a
short summary, this provides/short review of a
publication.

Entries are arranged alphabetically by author,
institution or other main entries. The general
format includes descriptors and the source of the
materials.

b. Annotated bibliography

This may either focus on a special topic for
a more purposive use or it may be of a more general
nature to update users' knowledge of current
literature. This contains very short notes (called
annotations) for each entry.
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c. Country or national bibliography

This takes into account all population related
pOlications produced in a country since the
inception of its population education programme.
A national bibliography is used as a basic reference
tool by officials and other professionals engaged
in population-related work in the country, and also
by interested parties abroad requesting for publica-
tions only available in their countries of origin. It
also provides a list of population education
materials which could become the basis for the
population education information collection of a
national clearing house. The Population Education
Clearing House of Unesco has produced a series of
national bibliographies on population education,
covering Bangladesh, India, Sri Lanka, Philippines,
Thailand, Indonesia, Malaysia and some Pacific
island countries, such as Fiji, Solomon Islands,
Papua New Guinea and Kiribati.

d. Co-operative bibliographical bulletin

This puts together a list of publications on
similar or closely related subject matter, sent in
by different libraries or population education
information centres. For example, the Population
Education Information Centre based in the
Ministry of Education gathers bibliographic con-
tributions on population education from the
Ministries of Health, Social Welfare and comes
out with a co-operative bibliographical bulletin.

Following are different bibliographic formats
showing variations in contents or entries and the
arrangement of entries.
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EXAMPLES
OF
ABSTRACT BIBLIOGRAPHIES

Tracking inctlialologiet 111 population etbicistion

SINSIIIVE TOPIC.S IN POPULATION
DISCUSS! D 1 IIROUGH DRAMAS

16

Ikanales, I lizalwth 11 "Drama 111 pnpula
non cdtteat 33333 dais., Population f ono.
11(2) 7 9, 1962

II is the inn of tha pupulatIon educa-
tion programme In dewlap amung children
and the youth, knowledge, utItude, skIlk
and understanding necesury to enable

dens to make rational and reaponsdrle
decisions regardrog their futility behasiour
and roller populanuo related matters. To
Cate thli 001 111 the school. Professor kler
cedes Hernandez ail the 1 yetum of the
lolippores uses mainly the role playing
appoualt II hatollaog her rupolation
I docatrun amt ISa g (.ongue.
I hit artiste darcnhn how la" students
p ccccc it a drama on the cultural aspect of
lannly platmou

the drama meta with 1 from
Intern r of the "1.14 Larne" tarn.. pro-
gt.11111. Kn. Ile woes that he has
pregnant wife and three growing children
and a 1 of other relatnes laving III los
kunst Ile fumul iliffixolt to make bulb
nolo meet so what was he to du? The
problem and wriution are depicted at AO
where randy plannui workers fowl It very
difficult to persuade the couple to practice
faintly planning because of tradattortal
belte6 and values math as "si is against the
will of God", "vasectomy will lessen my
antral altItellte or 11 will make me kss of
a man". Meanwhile lift becomes harder for
the family and hat family. In the end how.
Leer. a Itlet, a netchbour who as family
planning iteepttle 11111111e11, etteCeellell in elle
lightening hum and foully convinang han
to submit to vasectomy
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Became there are number of deb.e
Inpin lakes up in NV0131100 education,
the 11111/Jeet 1. taught m the fourth tear
curtwoluin. housing them in drama or
role playing manner lessen the sensitIveness
of the mines ILr popidatton Moulton
class also ceases to he mr tell litany ol
101111 rates, death rates and to roe
methods but tailor wholly rein ant,
enjoyable and enuching urn it)

Maculate.. Eth1.11011/1i Caine,. Role -

MI)mg, 'snob Planning.
Ibgkrr Educetton,
pole,

Source Populating. Frown
Commotion on Population
Populatton Celan Found.

11011 1111111101e

P(1 Rua 21165. al drab
Gunn 1 Center

klakan, Raul, Philippines

SIRIVIATION GAM IN P071.11LA I ION
VALUA 170

17

ttttt 1 .1 .11 Bent for onpromig lb
perceptton of feebly amt underrtenitmg
of Me population problem in lire college
classroom sonaktoon game D do.
tttttt ion, North leans Stale Unnenatj,
1672. ISO p. UnpublIshed

line purpose of the stud) was to
develop a cullege level simulation game
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Here, entries are grouped by subject areas. Under
each subject area, entries are further classified
alphabetically by author. The bibliographic des-
cription is simple. It has no descriptors nor
abstract, but it provides the source. An illustration
is used to break the text and to make the entries'
presentation attractive.

This abstract bibliography contains two distinctive
features in addition to the usual bibliographic
description, descriptors and source. First, it con-
tains a catchy heading to attract readers. Second-
ly, the informative abstract summarises the
material so well that it can serve as a thorough
reference for the original publication.
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This is an unconventional bibliography of audio-
visual aids. Instead of following the conventional
format of a bibliographic description, it presents an
abstract or description of the contents, type of
material, pages, colour, language and date, in a
different form. It also provides the features of the
material together with sample pages of the material
to make it more interesting and attractive.

Accession Number

Authors

Title of Document

Source Agency

Type of Document

Date of Issue

Number of Pages

language In Which

15

: 23615

: N49. Mont

: Economic Values of Children in Agricultural
Societies : Evaluation of Existing Knowledge
and skAnthropological Approach. the Satisfac-
tions snd Costs of Children : Theories. Concepts.
Methods. from a Summary Report and Proceedings
of the Workshop on Assessment of the Satisfactions
and Costs of Children

: The East-Vest Center

KiNonograph

: December 1972

: 41

Written : English

Indicative Abstract : Attempts to make a brief review of
illustrative literature with special reference to census and
ethnography on the economic value of chidren and proposes a method
for estimating it quantitatively in agricultural communities. Uses
anthropological techniques and caloric energy as a measure of
economic value. Discusses assumptions. regarding the economic
cost of children and their value as productive and servicing
participants within the household in relation to model building.
Conducts national census and sampling surveys for estimating the
percentages of "economically active' persons of both sexes in
various age groups. Considers ethnographic field investigation
for making comparative analysis of the economic contribution of
children among different societies and among different segments
cr periods within the same society. Elaborates on time budget
of economic activity, proposed technique and design for collection
of time-budget data. and conversion of time units into units.
(Related documents are located In Accession Numbers 23612-236energy E41
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This is another unconventional way of presenting a
bibliographic description. The entries are pre-
sented item by item, one after the other, instead of
running them in one continuous paragraph.
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A computerised bibliography, this presents descriptorslidentifiers within an abstract. Slashes make
each descriptor distinct. A computer control number and code number, in addition to the biblio-
graphic description, are included.

The Population Education Clearing House of
Unesco, Bangkok has published a series of abstract
bibliographies dealing with various concrete issues
and problems raised by population education
workers in the course of their work. Because the
documents in the Clearing House collection are
not readily available to users from different coun-
tries in Asia and the Pacific, the abstracts are of
the informative type, meaning that they are long
enough to give the readers not only the main
issues but also the major recommendations and
conclusions of individual materials.
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Series No. 3 deals with training materials on
out-of-school population education, spanning the
period 1971-1980. It abstracts documents on
training strategies, training curriculum and instruc-
tional materials, research and evaluation anu
groups them under the various aspects of a training
programme, showing the efforts of various institu-
tions to promote these activities in different coun-
tries.

Series No. 4 abstracts, synthesises and
analyses the available research and evaluation
studies on population education undertaken in
Asia during the past 12 years. Most of the studies
Included here are KAP's (knowledge, attitude and
practice) on population education, content analysis
of existing syllabuses and textbooks, and socio-
cultural studies on population. The rest are
evaluative studies of personnel training, curriculum
and materials development, teaching methodol-
ogies, classroom instruction and the effectiveness
of the programme as a whole. The abstracts are
grouped according to each of this type of studies.
How these problems are dealt with is shown by
selecting and including publications which docu-
ment and describe various efforts and experiences
by individuals and institutions in different coun-
tries in Asia and the Pacific.

Series No. 5 reviews 67 publications which
define, describe and give examples of the different
teaching methodologies as applied in population
'education and related subjects, covering the period
1970 to 1984. The abstracts have been classified
according to the following teaching methodologies:
values clarification, games/role playing, discovery/
inquiry-oriented approach, self-instructional ap-
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proach, computer-aided instruction, teaching
through audio-visuals, etc.

Each of the series alphabetically arranges the
selections or abstracts by author or other main
entries within each of the classification discussed
above. The general format includes a list of
descriptors, which are derived from the Unesco,
IBE and the Carolina Population Centre Thesauri
and the addresses of the sources of the materials.

Two distinctive features which differentiate
the abstract-bibliography series from other biblio-
graphies are the literature review and analysis or
synthesis and the use of headings. At the
beginning of each section or group of abstracts
focusing on a sub-topic, a review and synthesis of
the literature abstracted is provided to give readers
an overall view of particular sub-topics authorita-
tively, quickly and critically. The review also
presents new generalisations derived from this
analysis which are not otherwise given by the
literature. To attract readers' attention to an
abstract, catchy headings are used.

Guidelines

a. PURPOSE OF THE BIBLIOGRAPHY
AND INTENDED USERS

Decide on the use intended for the biblio-
graphy. Will it be used for teaching and training
purposes, or as a reference/research list?
Determine the users. Are they policy-makers?
Researchers? Practitioners?
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b. SCOPE OF SUBJECT national publications only or will it include
publications produced elsewhere?

Will the bibliography be selected (e.g. ac-

cording to time or geographic area) and thus focus
on a limited range of materials on a specific subject
(e.g. a selection of curriculum materials focusing
on population education and social studies pro-
duced from 1980-1985), or will it be comprehen-
sive and therefore contain all available reference
materials on a certain subject (e.g. all curriculum
materials integrating population education into all
subject areas since the inception of the
programme).

If there are relatively few a iilable materials,
a comprehensive bibliography may be undertaken.
However, a selective bibliography is recommended
if there is an abundance of available materials on
a specific subject.

c. PERIOD OF TIME COVERED

Establish the period of time covered by a
bibliography based on the nature of its subject
matter, its users and other factors. For example,
researchers and biomedical practitioners working
on contraceptive techniques may require informa-
tion covering the last three to five years to
determine the latest discoveries in contraceptive
technology. Writers doing a literature review on
the establishment of population education pro-
grammes may require information on materials
published within the last 10 years.

d. SELECTION OF MATERIALS

Materials are selected based on their useful-
ness to the users. A bibliography for researchers
may focus on research and evaluation reports,
while a bibliography for trainers and teachers
may concentrate on instructional and curriculum
materials, including audio-visual materials.

e. LANGUAGE OF MATERIALS INCLUDED
IN THE BIBLIOGRAPHY

Limit the bibliography's content to materials
written in a select number of languages of a coun-
try or a region.

f. GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE

Define the extent of the bibliography's geo-
graphical coverage. Should it be limited to
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g. CONTENT OF CITATIONS

What bibliographic items will be included in
the citations? Policy-makers and practitioners may
need the most basic bibliographic information,
while librarians may require in addition, a publica-
tion's accession number, ISBN and source.

h. USE OF ABSTRACTS AND DESCRIP-
TORS

Bibliographies which are intended to serve as
a kind of substitute for the original publications
should present abstracts of the publications. These
are particularly useful for users who have no
access to population education information
centres.

Descriptors are particularly useful for users
who are engaged in comprehensive literature
search and may want access to as many references
as possible under related subject areas.

i. ARRANGEMENT OF ENTRIES

Entries can be arranged based on an
established classification system, or according to
the subject area, language or country of origin of
a publication. Alphabetically, they maybe
arranged according to subject area or author's
name. A chronological arrangement, however, is
preferred to others as it shows progressive devel-
opments in a particular subject, as for example, the
reconceptualisation of a population education
programme from family planning to quality of life
issues.

If the publications are limited in number,
entries can be arranged alphabetically by' author.
An arrangement according to subject matter is,
however, recommended for bibliographies intended
for subject specialists and professionals.

j. USE OF INDEXES

Will the index include subject, author and
country of origin of the publication? A large
bibliography should be supplemented with one or
more indexes that allow users' access from
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different aspects. A subject index will help extend
the subject coverage of population education
materials which have not yet been extensively
analysed.

k. LAYOUT OR FORMAT

What type of layout or format will be used?
In a good bibliographical format there should
be: 1) headings that are bolder and larger in type
which stand out and are easy to see; 2) clear
separation of entries; 3) clear separation of the
various items within each entry (e.g. author's
name from the title, or descriptors and sources);
and 4) a lot of breathing spacJ to avoid the
cluttered look.

Steps in the preparation of a bibliography:

1. Decide on the purpose and scope of the
bibliography, taking into account the intended
users.

2. Conduct a literature search, either
comprehensive or selected.

3. Choose a standard format, and write the
bibliographic citations on cards or paper measuring
3" by 5". For books, include author, title,
publisher, date, page and/or chapter reference; for
periodicals, include author, title, volume, number,
page reference, date, and so on.

4. Assign a classification number and write
descriptors and/or abstracts if necessary. Write the
source of the publication at the bottom or on the
back of the card.

5. Arrange the cards systematically, based
on a specific classification system, or alphabetically
by subject or author's name or country of origin,
or chronologically.

6. Assign a running reference number for
each card.
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7. Add indexes if necessary.

8. Review the bibliography.
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B. SELECTIVE DISSEMINATION OF IN-
FORMATION (SDI)

SDI is a refinement of current awareness and
is unrivalled for its effectiveness in calling users'
attention to those few items found in current
literature, which are directly relevant to the
practice of their professions and the pursuit
of their interests. SDI provides "anticipatory"
service in the sense that the most useful informa-
tion is identified based on pre-determined needs
of users.

Incoming literature is screened and those
which suit users' interests are selected. Pertinent
information or portions of materials are matched
with the information requirements of respective
users. The materials are processed (i.e. by
abstracting, excerpting, writing analytical biblio-
graphies, etc.) and brought to the attention of the
target users.

Commercial SDI centres in the more advanced
countries maintain profiles of users and their fields
of interest. The centres then process the latest
issues of abstracting and indexing services, in print
or machine-readable form, and match new informa-
tion items wit the users' information require-
ments. SDI subscribers are notified accordingly of
newly acquired materials that match their needs,
and are also requested for feedback on the cor-
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respondence between their needs and the
announced materials. Based on their feedback,
SDI subscribers' profiles maybe modified to reflect
their information requirements more precisely.

There are two types of SDI: the first is

patterned after the Western SDI concept utilising
computer storage and retrieval and transmitting
recent documents in abstract form:' ° the second
is the modified SDI which relies on both new and
old materials and repackaged documents in various
forms.

Guidelines for Computerised SDI

a. ACQUIRING USERS' PROFILES AND
STORING THEM

Users submit profiles of their interests,
usually expressed in indexing terms based on the
standard used in the system. These profiles, as well
as the users' addresses, are stored in a computer.

b. PROCESSING OF INCOMING MATERIALS

All new incoming materials are classified and
assigned indexing terms based on a certain number
of keywords taken from their text. The materials
are then abstracted and sorted on magnetic tape.
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c. COMPARING USERS' PROFILES AND
DOCUMENT PROFILES

The computer compares these two inputs at
predetermined intervals. If a user's profile and a
document profile match, the computer prints the
details of the document on two punched cards
namely, an information card with a tear-off request
strip, and a response card.

User Indexing Terms Document Indexing
Terms

Teacher education -..---- Teacher education

Curriculum development «.Programme planning

Training materials -.----- Training materials

Population education -- Population education
Resource materials -------.- Resource materials

Demography Statistics

Teaching methods -.)---. Teaching methods

d. HANDLING OF CARDS

The user retains the information card for
his own file. He forwards the request strip to
the population education information centre
if he wishes to read the document, together with
the response card on which he notes his level of
interest in the document.

The centre takes action on the basis of the
two cards. Information contained in the response
card is used to update the user's profile and thus
ensure efficient service. The document cited in the
request strip is forwarded to the user. If a user
consistently fails to make requests, his profile may
have to be updated accordingly to reflect this
trend.

Guidelines for Modified SDI

a. A survey of the users' demographic pro-
files, professions and subject interests is under-
taken using interviews and questionnaires. Users
are then grouped according to their subject
interests and professions. Information on the
forms and types of materials they require is also
gathered.

b. New as well as not-so-recent materials
are reviewed.

c. Relevant and appropriate publications
are selected, noting their most relevant sections.
These are matched with the subject interests of
users.

d. The selected materials are processed by
abstracting, reviewing and analysing, compiling or
consolidating their information. Important points
are highlighted. The repackaged information can
be in the form of a single document or a combina-
tion/package of materials.

e. These are sent to users, together with
questionnaires querying the materials' usefulness or
the reasons why they cannot be used, if that
should be the case, and the need for other topics/
materials.

f. Users' profiles are modified based on
their reports concerning the relevance/irrelevance
of the materials to their needs.

Note: In this type of SDI, the following
features differ from those of the traditional SDI
concept.

users' profiles include not only their subject
interests but also the type and form in which
they prefer repackaged information on these
subject interests to be presented.

the processing of documents is not restricted
to abstracting only but may also include other
methods, based on the users' profiles.

unlike Western SDI where abstracts are
mailed before the original publication is
sent, processed materials are sent at once to
the users.

reviewed and processed materials maybe
current or old but, in either case, timeless.
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Following are two examples of the two types
of SDI. The first example provides the user
with an abstract only and a questionnaire to
indicate whether the right kind of information
has been sent to him. The second example is
a description of the contents of a modified SDI
package.



EXAMPLES
OF
SDI (SELECTIVE DISSEMINATION OF INFORMATION)

Tos

A SAMPLE OF AN SDI LOOSE LEAF

UNFPA 11.1581 IMPS

Women, population and development. (United Nations Fund for

Population Activities. New York, 1977, 4S p. Population

Profiles, 7)

This monograph examines and reassesses the approach to
women in population end family planning programmes by raising
the following provocative questiOnes Are women treated in
population programmes as passive cf.nsumers of services and
information or active change agents and producers of services?
Are women and men treated equally as 'problem makers' in
populatic- as well, as 'problem solvers' in designing programme
policy ana strategies? Have faMily planning programmes
concentrated only on the glorification of motherhood and not
equal glorification of fatherhood as continuing shared
responsibility. Such issues have brought a special focus to
wpmen in programmes on population. The UNFPA has drawn up
guidelines to ensure that women are not only recipients of
servkces but active participar.a in population activities
and that their special needs to achieve equal status are
fully taken into account in the design, implementation and
evaluaticn of the programme.

Tos SDI Staff (Name of Abstractor)

Send me immediately the entire copy of this publication
because it is useful for myt

research
project development
decision-making and policymaking
teaching
training
general reference and knowledge
for leisure reading
report/article writing
for curriculum/instructional materials development
for meetings /conferences
others (please specify)
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The Unesco Population Education Clearing
House is undertaking the adaptation of the tradi-
tional SDI. SDI is an attempt to get the latest in-
formation to users quickly and in an abstract form.
The Clearing House has modified this by eliminat-
ing the restriction to new information by including
a restrospective search. The audiences of popula-
tion education are teachers, educators, and school
principals who need good background informa-
tion for their lectures. In addition, the nature of
information used by teachers concerns theories,
principles and experiences which are not necessarily
time-bound. Also, the form is not limited to
abstra, writing only. Teachers, trainers and cur-
riculum developers need actual sample lessons,
curriculum materials and training materials not
abstracts. The product of this SDI activity com-
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prises packages of various kinds of materials
compiled from various sources that have been
processed, transformed and repackaged, focusing
on topics that are of high interest to users.
Examples of such packages focus on population
education and home economics, population
education and women, and population education
and the environnit..:.. They contain extracts,
abstracts, reprints, research summaries, curriculum
materials and bibliographies, which have been
derived from other publications and processed.

One SDI package, for instance, focuses on the
integration of population education into environ-
mental education. The package contains materials
which will help users understand the relationship
between man and the environment, as well as
provide insights and actual data on how to plan,
teach and implement practical environment/
population activities for everyday life. The packet
consists of three theoretical discussions on the
relationship between population and the environ-
ment; a scope and sequence showilig which popula-
tion education concepts can be introduced in an
environmental subject and at what grade level; a
compilation of sample teaching lessons for ready
use by teachers; and a listing of organisations
involved in environmental and population educa-
tion to help readers locate agencies which can
give more information on the subject matter.
This packet has been translated for use by teachers
and curriculum developers engaged in population
and environmental education work.

To determine the effectiveness of the packet,
a feedback questionnaire is attached.
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SDI Feedback Questionnaire

Name & Address

Position

SDI Questionnaire

Projects/Activities: (kindly check and specify)

a) research, monitoring and evaluation
(specify which area)

b) curriculum development (specify which area)

c) teaching ( specify what subjects)

d) training (Specify which levels and areas)

e) project development (specify what area)

f) instructional materials development

g) library, documentation, and clearing house
services

h) planning, supervision, policymaking (specify
what areas)

i) others.

1. To what extent have the materials contained in this package been
useful to you?

Very much Much Little Very little Not at all

2. In what way have they been
useful to you?

for background information

for general reference

for curriculum development

for teaching

for research

for proje-t or programme
development

for policymaking

for production of instructional
materials

__others (please specify)

3. Which specific information or materials helped you most in your work'

4. WtJt other topics and materials do you want to receive from our office'

a) basic concepts and philosophy of population education

b) curriculum development (planning, development, case studies,
country models)

c) curriculum materials (guides, syllabus, etc. - specify on
what subject areas)

d) in-service and pre-service teacher tr ning (planning,
development, cases)

e) instructional materials

f) personnel training for out-of-school programmes

g) sex education

h) family life education

i) teaching/training methodologies

j) population statistics
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C. ANALYSIS, CONSOLIDATION
THESIS OF INFORMATION

AND SYN-

This strategy for the repackaging of informa-
tion has the following advantages: users are saved
from laborious and time-consuming perusal of
materials on a particular topic: duplicates and
poorly produced materials are weeded out; uses
are provided with a more compreheisive and
authoritative view of existing information on a
particular topic quickly and at less cost: and
users are able to draw new knowledge from these
materials.

In this strategy, information is repackaged
mostly in the form of literature reviews, case
studies and state-of-the-art papers. The prepara-
tion of all three follows some common procedures:
gathering of available information about a partic-
ular, well-defined topic; analysis, comparison and
appraisal of new information required by users;
and drawing up of conclusions reflecting newly
acquired knowledge.

1. Literature reviews

All the literature that have been collected
on a topic are compared according to a set of
variables or issues that the objectives of the review
cover. For example, on the issue of which teacher
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training scheme for population education is the
most effective, all literature or studies which have
been undertaken on this topic are gathered. The
literature review compares these different teacher
training schemes (e.g. superordinate training, peer
training, and self-instructional training) according
to a set of variables, such as their effects on
changes in knowledge, attitude and skills, ease of
management, ease of coordination, training staff
requirements, required training time and economic
feasibility. Based on each variable, commonalities
have to be viewed in connection with the conditions
and methodologies existing or surrounding each
literature. At the end of the literature review,
new findings are drawn. In the above case,
generalisations or propositior on the most effec-
tive type of teacher training scheme are presented.

A literature review carries an introduction or
preface explaining the criteria used in selecting the
various literature included, how many are included,
their time span, the quality of their contents and
the objectives of the review. In the field of popula-
tion education, literature reviews have been written
on the effectiveness of the discovery approach as a
teaching method, the applicability of various
training schemes, the range of strategies to manage
and co-ordinate population education programmes,
the advantages and disadvantages of various ap-
proaches to convey population education con
cepts, to name a few in the wide range of topics.
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Following are three examples of literature reviews on values clarification as a teaching methodology
in population education, various teacher training schemes in population education, and the effec-
tiveness of the discovery approach in teaching population education. From the descriptions, a
trend is noted: to determine what the literature says about the effectiveness of values clarification
or the discovery approach as a methodology in teaching population education, all relevant literature
and research studies are compared and contrasted, based on a set of variables, e.g. learning reten-
tion and transfer, critical thinking, more active student participation and the development of their
favourable attitudes toward the subject matter. Following the comparison, generalisations are
drawn up and presented.
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EXAMPLES
OF
LITERATURE REVIEWS

1) Value Clarification on Population Educa-
tion.*

Value ClariticatkinMI
P.Ill on Population Education

To help teachers in the task of teaching a
value-laden and controversial subject matter such
as population education, this paper present
several strategies on value clarification which show
how to deal with the students' value dilemma.

This paper not only describes but also
analyses and compares different models or strate-
gies for clarifying values. It hopes to provide
teachers some basic guidelines in choosing a value
clarification strategy which is appropriate to the
subject matter on hand, as well as the objectives,
available materials and other specifi; matters.

In comparing these alternative models and
strategies, a set of variables is used to serve as a
framework or basis for the comparative analysis.
These include the following:

a) valuing process some strategies emphasise
the affective processes; others stress the cog-
nitive process and values are considered as
products of thinking rather than of feeling;

Carmelita L. Villanueva. Value Clarification on Population
Education. Rizal, Population Centre Foundation, 1977.
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b) student-teacher involvement to discover
values, some strategies require minimum
teacher participation and more student
involvement; others require the opposite;

c) outcome some strategies consider value
processing as an end in itself, while others
require students to arrive at value decisions;

d) resources used some strategies use paper
and pencil method on the assumption that
valuing is a private and personal activity,
while some use discussions to expose students
to others' thinking and to alternative values.
Other strategies make use of simulation and
role-playing because values are acquired
through experiences. Based on this analytical
comparison, recommendations are presented
as to which type of value clarification strate-
gies are effective for certain types of objec-
tives and classroom activities.

The monograph also reviews a number of
studies which evaluate the effectiveness of values
clarification in the attitude, knowledge and be-
haviour of students. After comparing and synthe-
sising the different findings generated from these
studies, the monograph presents a number of
generalisations that concern attitudinal change,
knowledge gain, behavioural changes, students'
personality and competence, teachers' competence
and personality, controversiality of the contents,
and adoinistrative support. These generalisations
are new findings which have been drawn as a result
of other comparative review and analysis of these
various research studies.

2) Teacher Training Schemes in Population
Education,*

This literature review deals with strategies for
training the primary implementor of population
education the classroom teacher. Presented are
three training models: superordinate, peer and
modular, which are applicable to teacher training
programmes. The training scheme is of primary

Ann Loreto Tamayo. Teacher Training Schemes in Popula-
tion Education. Rizal, Population Centre Foundation, 1977.
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concern in this paper because it constitutes a basic
function in the operation of a training programme.
The success of the programme depends to a large
extent on the type of training scheme adopted.

The teacher training project of the Population
Education Programme (PEP) provides the perspec-
tive from which these training strategies are dis-
cussed. The PEP at present operates a nationwide
programme for training teachers in population
education.

The literature review focuses on the frame-
work and viability of each training model. Factors
and conditions that affect the feasibility of each
training scheme are assessed to give an overall
view of the effectiveness or non effectiveness of
each strategy when apCied to teacher training
in population education.

Finally, a comparative analysis is made of
the three training strategies according to certain
variables that are deemed essential to a facile
organisation and management of teacher training.
The comparison, in addition, is made within the
context of the current problems of the PEP train-
ing programmes. In conclusion, the implications in
the general progress of the PEP teacher training
programme, by the adoption of each training
strategy, are drawn.

42

3) On the Effectiveness of the Discovery Ap-
proach as a Teaching Method for Popula-
tion Education,*

The objective of the monograph is to show
through an analytical literature review the effec-
tiveness of the discovery approach as a teaching
method in population education. This literature
review makes a selective sampling of studies on the
effectiveness c,f the discovery approach, comparing
the studies according to variables, such as learning
retention and transfer, critical thinking, more
active student participation in the classroom and
the development of their favourable attitude
towards the subject matter and the teacher. The
studies reviewed have also been compared on the
basis of a number of intervening variables which
account for the success or failure of the discovery
approach. After the comparison, eight generalisa-
tions are drawn, showing that the discovery
approach is more effective than the traditional

approach in bringing about learning, retention and
transfer; in stimulating critical thinking and the
students' more active participation in the class-
room; and in developing students' favourable
attitude towards the subject matter and the
teacher. However, its effectiveness is dependent
on teacher and student competence, the amount

Carmelita L. Villanueva. On the Effectiveness of the Dis-
covery Approach as a Teaching Method for Population Education.
Rizal, Population Centre Foundation, 1976.
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of time available for instruction, the administrative
support, and the compatibility of the methods
used in the discovery approach and the teaching
methods used in the mother units.

2. Case studies

While literature reviews present an exhaustive
coverage of all known materials on a specific topic,
case studies are restricted to selected information
or materials, comparing them in an in-depth
manner. Also, unlike literature reviews which
provide immediate and critical comparisons of
various literature, based on certain variables,
case studies present initially an objective descrip-
tion of a case or programme, with findings and
conclusions drawn up at the end.

In the .ield of population education, case
studies have been undertaken on the development
of out-of-school population education programmes,
rural outreach strategies and programmes, local
participation in population education programmes,
communication strategies, amongst a wide range of
topics.

Case studies include the experiences of insti-
tutions in specific subject areas of population

education. These experiences include problems
encountered and strategies used in solving these
problems as well as the weak and strong points of
the programme. Major features are pointed out
along with information about any evaluation that
have been conducted. After each case has been
described, lessons learned from the experiences
are presented.

Case studies are particularly useful for policy
makers who wish to learn from the experience of
others in managing and co-ordinating population
education programmes, and for trainers who seek
self-improvement by inculcating the experiences
of those who have undertaken similar work.

Following are three examples of case studies.
The first publication analyses the experiences of
the Philippines in introducing sex education into
population education, the problems encountered
and the various approaches used to solve these
problems. The second publication presents the
various ways in which population education has
contributed to educational renewal and innova-
tion in four countries. The third one describes
the socio-cultural behaviours and practices that
have a bearing on population education pro-
grammes.
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EXAMPLES
OF
CASE STUDIES

1) Introducing Human Sexuality into the Pop-
ulation Education Curriculum,*

ITT;
HUMAN
SEXUALITY
IsflO THE
PORIAT1ON
EDUCATION
.CLRRICULLM
11111110 l .01101
IIINIIII MEIN.1111 mmil...

This is a monograph on the Philippines' ex-
perience in introducing sex education into popula-
tion education. The monograph deals with
problem areas in the introduction and acceptance
of sex education in schools and documents how
agencies and schools have adopted strategies to
overcome them. Sex education is a highly contro-
versial issue and because of this, integrating human
sexuality into the population education curriculum
may jeopardise the acceptance of the population
programme in its entirety. The case study des-
cribes the strategies used in the following areas:
what to teach, when to introduce the subject,
how to teach, what acceptable terms to use, the
role of teachers in teaching sex education, and the
involvement of parents. The case study synthesises
the lessons learned and also presents alternative
approaches and recommendations for more effec-
tive and acceptable teaching of sex education.

2) Another example of a case study deals with
the investigation of how population education
programmes have contributed to the educational
renewal and innovation in four countries namely,
El Salvador, the Republic of Korea, the Philippines
and Tunisia.** To gather data, documentary

* Carmelita L. Villanueva. Introducing Human Sexuality into
the Population Education Curriculum. Rizal, Population Centre
Foundation, 1976.

Unesco. Study of the Contribution of Population Education
to Educational Renewal and Innovation in El Salvador, The Repub-
lic of Korea, Philippines & Twtesia. Paris, Unesco, 1980.
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analysis and survey techniques are used. Superin-
tendents, school principals, supervisors, college
instructors, teachers, and directors of population
education research and training centres are in-
cluded in the survey. The case studies have
gathered information on how population education
has contributed to the improvement of the follow-
ing aspects of the education system: curricular
revision, development of learning materials, teach-
ing strategies and methodologies, teacher training,
research and evaluation, and the educational struc-
ture. In each of these aspects, population educa-
tion has positively caused an improvement in the
four countries but some differences in emphasis
can be found. After giving the descriptions for
each country, lessons learned from their experi-
ences are synthesised and given at the end of the
document.

3) The Socio-Cultural Case Studies for Popula-
tion Education in Morocco, Peru, Rwanda
and the United Republic of Tanzania, pub-
lished by Unesco.*

This describes and analyses the socio-cultural
behaviours and practices that have a bearing on
population problems, demography, family life and
human sexuality, in the context of economic and
social surroundings. The main conceptual frame-

**
Unesco. The Sociocultural Case Studies for Population

Education in Morocco, Peru, Rwanda & the United Republic of
Tanzania. Paris, Population Education Unit, Unesco; 1978.
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work that serves as basis for the case studies of the
four countries is that the conflict between modern
and traditional societies creates a dilemma or gap
in the social and cultural rationality Jehind a
family unit. For example, in the traditional
society, it is economically rational to have a high
natality rate. Also, in a society where the ex-
tended family unit prevails, a large family size
enables the diversification of alliances and eco-
nomic exchange, tied to marriage strategies.

Each case study makes use of anthropological
research and interviews to gather data from adoles-
cents in school or recently come-out-of-school,
parents with children of school age and teachers.
The data used for the case study include the
following: (a) relationship between the kinship
system and the productive system on the whole
economy; (b) socio-political organisation; (c) in-
tegration and social participation (primary and
secondary socialisation process); (d) demographic
data of the respondents' society; (e) family struc-
ture and behaviour related to fertility; (f) the
religious system and behaviour regarding popula-
tion problems; and (g) sexuality and social

practices. After an in-depth description of the
experiences with regard to each country, a com-
parative interpretation of the analysed situations is
presented to serve as basis for establishing an
opinion on population education. Operational
proposals based on the findings are also given in
developing population education activities.

The case studies hope to promote the use of
socio-cultural research in national population
education projects. They should also be useful as
support in teacher training activities, in order that

e teaching methods may take into account the
socio-cultural values and the specific needs of each
population group concerned.

3. State-of-the-art papers

State-of-the-art papers as a repackaging acti-
vity increase in significance in proportion to the
expansion/broadening of a knowledge base. Their
main purpose is to update busy users on new
developments occuring in particular subject areas
or fields. Generally speaking, state-of-the-art
papers treat their subject matter in detail, pulling
together research findings over the years while also
showing recent developments and anticipated
trends.

State-of-the-art papers may also trace the
beginnings of a programme and the changes that
have taken place since its inception, showing
present trends and future directions.

Taking developments in curriculum develop-
ment in population education as topic, a state-of-
the-art paper may look into the present status of
curriculum development in population education,
the direction in which it is heading, i.e. towards
mini-lessons, or infusion/separate lessons approach.
A state-of-the-art paper may also focus on the
number of countries that have introduced sex
education in their population education curriculum
and the ways by which they have done so.
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Following are two examples of state-of-the-art
papers. The first publication provides a compre-
hensive analysis of the current status and trends
of population education programmes in selected
countries, in terms of the following: curriculum,
teacher training, materials development and
programme evaluation. To facilitate the analy-
sis, a matrix has been developed, listing down
five countries having population education pro-
grammes and tracing and comparing their respec-
tive strategies in developing their curricula,. in
introducing population education into the
schools, in undertaking teacher training, and in
evaluating their programmes.

The second publication records and analyses the
historical development of curriculum materials
in population education in the Philippines, the
alternative strategies used for curriculum
development and how decisions have been
reached. The state-of-the-art is based on a
matrix which shows how six schools developed
their curriculum materials based on several
decision points, e.g. objectives, methods, con-
tent areas, language used, grade level placement,
subjects for integration, etc.
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1) The Johns Hopkins University's Population
Reports* provides a comprehensive state-of-the-art
of population education programmes in selected
countries all over the world. It traces the develop-
ments, trends and future directions of the popula-
tion education programmes in Bangladesh,
Indonesia, the Republic of Korea, Malaysia, the
Philippines, Singapore and Sri Lanka, Thailand,
Sierra Leone, Tunisia and El Salvador, specifically
in the following components of the programmes:
planning, administration, curriculum planning,
teacher training, teaching materials, and evaluation.
For example, with regards to administration, the
document describes how countries similarly
establish population education programmes within
their Ministries of Education; in curriculum plan-
ning, it shows the trends in treating population
education in separate courses vis-a-vis integrating
them into other subjects, the emphasis given to
certain population education concepts, and the
grade levels during which population education
concepts are introduced. With regards to teacher
training, the document shows that countries are

Johns Hopkins University Population Information Pro-
gramme. "Population Education in the Schools", Population
Reports, Series M, No. 6, March-April 1982. Baltimore: Johns
Hopkins University, 1982.
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not only undertaking in-service personnel training
but are also going into pre-service teacher training
and the self-instructional modular approach, as
opposed to the traditional face-to-face training
scheme.

2) The Philippine Experience in Curriculum
Development for Population Education:
the State-of-the-Art**

This records and analyses the processes and
problems involved in the introduction of popula-
tion education in the Philippines; the alternative
strategics considered and the decision points
arrived at by agencies engaged in population educa-
tion. Specifically, it describes developments and
trends in the population education programmes of
five schools and one agency in the following
aspects: goals and objectives of the programme,
population education content areas, types of curri-
culum materials, language used, evaluation of
curriculum materials, the pros and cons of intro-
ducing the topic of contraception, the types of
integration to be used, the subjects chosen for

.
Ma. Felicitas Arneliano-Reyes. The Philippine Experience in

Curriculum Development for Population Education: The State of
the Art. Makati, Population Centre Foundation, May 1976.
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Variables Used to Show the State-of-the Art of Population Education
Programmes in Selected Countries*

Table 1. Major Characteristics of Selected Established In-School Population Education Programs

Govern-
Region, merit

Country, Popula-
Date of bon Curriculum Teacher Training
Program Policy

Initiation, & Year Administering Content Grade Subjects In- Pre- Materials Program
& Ref. No. Adopted' Agency Emphasis Levels Used Service Service Developed Evaluations

ASIA & PACIFIC

Bangladesh A Population Population 4-12 Home eco- Training Partially Teachers' UNFPA needs
1976 1971 Education trends and nomics, Ian- sessions by introduced manual in assessment,
(56, 134, 266. Program in effects, pops,- gunge, mathe- district in primary par.. :,:age 1978 1290).
278, 289) Ministry of lotion and matics, natural population and second- evaluation of

Education development science, social education of- ary teacher clic in stu-
science, social ficers, ad- training de know-
welfare. and ministrators, curricula ledge, 1980
vocational and trainers (363), review
and technical of teacher t rain-
education mg progress,

1980(3621,
UNESCO eval-
uation of pro-
gram progress,
1980 (20111,
tripartite re-
view, 1981
(IWO

Indonesia A National Population 4-6 Natural sci- One-day Partially in- Student Some evalua-
1975 1968 Population trends and ef- ence, religion, to one- ti -Oared textbooks, non of training
(56, 71, 75, Education Prop fed% govern- social science month in come teacl ers' and materials,
133, 134, 219, eel In Ministry ment policies training training manuals 1979 (751

257, 266) of Education 7-12 Geography, courses (or institutions UNFPA needs
and Culture natural sci- some man- for second- assessment,
Coordination ence, religion, ter teachers' ary school 1979 (294). In-
by BKKBN sports and teachers partite review,

health 1981

Korea, Rep. of A Central Office Population 4-12 Geography, 3- and 5- Population Teachers' Evaluation of
1974 1961 of Population trends and home eco- day courses course in manual,

m
curriculum

(975,(106, 219, 246, Education in effects, family nomtcs, phys- for second come u- student 1974
257, 266, 313) Ministry of life, human Kai education, ary school versities workbook, 1976 (106).

Education reproduction, science, social teachers, and tram reference UNFPA needs
family plan- studies training ing colleges and re- assessment.

booklet (ornin& gov- source (980 1313),
ernment pol- primary texts, tripartite re-
Kies school visual al aids view, 1981

teachers

Malaysia 1973 A Population Population 4-9 Civics, gen- Regular Intagratad Ir..it tars' UNI PA
(116, 118, 134, 1966 Education Pro- trends and eral science, in service into health itidnuals, needs as-

219. 257, 266) gram in Cur- effects, en- geography, training curia alum teacher secsment,

nculum De vironment. health, history, for some of training training 1979 1101)
velopment government language master institute materials tripartite
Center of policies teachers', review,
Ministry of 4-6 Mathematics SLEMs off 1981

Education pilot stage
7-9 Home science

Philippines A Population Population 1-10 Health, Week-long One se- Student Changes in
1972 1970 Education Pro- trends and mathematics, courses (or mester workbooks student know-
(246, 2661 gram in De- effects, ha- social studies primary course at (limited ledge and at-

partmenl of man repro- and sec- many distribu- 'dudes as-
Education and duction, fam- 1-8 Science ondary teacher tam), sensed.
Culture ily planning, level in- training teachers' 1970-1972

government 5-10 Home eco- structors, institutions manuals, 117), pilot test
policies nomics SLEMs for teacher of curricula,

teachers training 1973-1974
unable to modules (171, UNFPA
attend and course needs assess-

guides ment, 1979
(311)

Ma. Felicitas Arellano-Reyee, The Philippine Experience in Curriculum Development for Population Educa-
tion: The Stale of the Art: Makate, Population Centre Foundation, May 1976, p. 48.49.
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Variables Used to Show the State-of-the Art of Population Education
Programmes in the Philppines"
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integration, grade level placement, major teaching
method, and provision for teacher training. It also
shows the various emphases placed by these
different programmes on their approaches to and
their efforts in their activities. For example.
although the approach chosen by the Ministry of
Education is to introduce population education
into the school curriculum through the integration
infusion approach, other programmes may use the
separate course or mini-course approach. The
separate course approach for high school is gaining
more and more following.

.........4,,
Guidelines

a. FORMULATION OF TOPIC, OBJECTIVE
AND SUB-TOPIC OR VARIABLES

As an initial step, the problem area or topic
should be determined and the obje lives in dealing
with that problem irea should be defined. After
the main topic or theme is drawn up, a list of sub-
topics or variables that will contribute to the
logical and systematic treatment and discussion of
the main topic should be formulated. For exam-
ple, if the main topic is the synthesis and analysis
of experiences in introducing sex education into
population education, the sub-topics may include
the following: what to teach, when to teach, how
to teach, terminology, teachers' competence,
students' readiness, etc. The experiences of various
institutions and individuals with regard to each of
these sub-topics or variables should be analysed
and compared ,,
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b. SELECTION OF MATERIALS, SCOPE
AND TIME COVERAGE

The second step is to gather supporting
materials that can be used as references in the
treatment and elaboration of each of the variables.
What is the time span of the materials to be in-
cluded in the analysis? Should the scope include
materials produced in one country only? Or
should it include other countries' experiences as
well?

c. USE OF PERSONAL INTERVIEWS AND
QUESTIONNAIRES

If the available materials cannot supply all the
required information, interviews and question-
naires are recommended as auxiliary data-gathering
tools.

d. HANDLING OF INFORMATION AND
MATERIALS COLLECTED

Systematically consolidate, synthesise and
analyse all the information/ materials gathered. For
example, in a literature review, documents should
be compared and analysed in relation to major
issues surrounding the topic under study. In case
studies, individual cases or programmes should be
described based on a common set of issues, with
conclusions drawn up after the analysis or des-
cription.

e. USE OF TABLES AND MATRICES

The use of tables and matrices is recom-
mended to help in comparing different types of
literature or case studies against certain variables
or issues.
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D. TAILORING, REDUCTION AND SPECIAL
ASSEMBLAGES OF MATERIALS

1. Abstracts

Abstracts are concise summaries of publica-
tions, but they do not offer any interpretation or
evaluation of these publications. The main objec-
tive is to reduce the amount of time spent in
information gathering and selection. Well written
abstracts provide readers a comprehensive idea of
the content of documents, enabling them to deter-
mine the documents' relevance to their needs.

Abstracts are usually contained in journals,
reports meetings and conferences, theses, books
and patent specifications.

The three basic types of abstracts are the
following: informative abstracts, indicative ab-
stracts, and evaluative abstracts.

Indicative abstracts Generally short, these
run from 50 to 150 words only. They describe the
purpose or theme of publications and the main
points that are discussed. Indicative abstracts are
written in short sentences and the overall ayle is
simple an.1 objective. As they present less in-depth
assessments of the contents of publications, indica-
tive abstracts can be prepared faster and at less
cost.

Informative abstracts Long, informative
abstracts are useful if the original documents are
not easily available. Running from 150 to 1,000
words or longer, this type of abstract aims at a
thorough summary of a publication's major issues,
arguments, results and conclusions, and is therefore
time-consuming to prepare. Informative abstracts
are written in an objective style.

Evaluative abstracts Also known as critical
abstracts, these descri' , and evaluate the content
and presentation of documents, pointing out their
positive and negative aspects.
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The items contained in an abstract depend on the nature of the original material,
as seen in the following chart' '

Type of publication Content of abstract

-esearch and evaluation purpose, location, target groups, methods, results, con-
clusions

case study type of programme, objectives, target audience and
educational level, location and date, structure of the
programme, the organisational methods, costs, imple-
mentation, benefits and problem areas, evaluation,
conclusion

theoretical article: philosophy and general main topic or issue, other topics or issues, conclusions,
trends implications of conclusions (suggested actions)

*workshop, meetings, seminars

*guides, manuals and practical materials

*bibliographies

(*usually presented as indicative abstract)

purpose, participants, structure or activities involved

subject area, target audience and educational level,
date, objectives, topics, divisions, structure, methodo-
logy, unique features

subject, geographical coverage, scope (topics covered),
audience, time range, number of items, inclusion of
annotation, index and list of sources
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Guidelines

a. LOCATING KEY FACTS"

A document should be read thoroughly and in
its entirety in order to arrive at a clear and co-
herent idea of its content. Key facts are mostly
concentrated in a document's first paragraphs,
conclusions and recommendations. While the
introduction of a document may serve as a famil-
iarisation/orientation aid, it should not be referred
to as the principal source of information for the
abstract. It is unwise to compose an abstract until
the document has been read at least once.

b. DRAFTING THE ABSTRACT

Avoid the tendency to refer constantly to the
origins when drafting an abstract as this may
result in the use of lengthy words and phrases
lifted straight from the original. Instead, base the
draft abstract on notes taken during the first read-
ing of the document. This creates freshness in the
expression of ideas, encourages the use of words
and phrases more suited to an abstract's eventual
readership.

c. FINALISING THE ABSTRACT

The first draft should be checked for correct
punctuations, grammar and spelling, and also for
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its fidelity to the original document. It is edited
and polished and a copy of the finalised abstract is
made.

Presentation and style

4" Begin the abstract by stating the document's
major theme.

Limit the length of short abstracts to one
paragraph. Longer abstracts can have more
than one paragraph.

Use complete sentences in writing the ab-
stract.

Use verbs in the active voice. The passive
voice may be used for indicative abstracts.

Avoid the use of unfamiliar terms, acronyms,
abbreviations and symbols.

Use short tables, diagrams and equations only
when brevity and clarity so require.

The succeeding pages illustrate how different
types of materials namely, a research study, a
manual and a workshop report, are abstracted
taking into account the nature of their contents.
The informative and indicative abstracts for each
of these materials are subsequently presented.



EXAMPLES
OF
ABSTRACTS

1) Recent Migrants in Bangkok Metropolis: A
Follow-Up Study of Migrants' Adjustment,
Assimilation and Integration. (A research
study)*

As the original document is a research study,
the three types of abstracts similarly provide
information on the following:

purpose: to find out how recent migrants
adjust to the urban way of life, and
to identify the various factors which
impede or facilitate their assimilation

location: Greater Bangkok

target groups: recent migrants

methods: mailed questionnaires and follow-up
interviews after six months for
recent migrants, and once a month
during a six-month period for non-
migrants

results and recent migrants were found to be
conclusions: predominantly young single men

and women

the basic and physical adjust-
ment of new migrants is generally
favourable because of assistance
received from relatives, etc.

however, assimilation and inte-
gration of the migrants have not
been successful

The informative abstract of this research
study provides a more thorough discussion of the
issues involved, while the indicative abstract
presents a more skeletal summary. The short
review or evaluative abstract describes briefly the
strong and weak points of the study. A weakness
which has been pointed out is the study's failure
to provide policy-oriented recommendations to
help policy makers and practitioners in improving/
correcting migration programmes or activities in
Bei 4kok.

Institute for Population and Social Research. Recent
Migrants in Bangkok Metropolis: a follow-up Study of Migrants
Adjustments, Assimilation and Integration, by Aphichat Chamratri-
therong & others. Bangkok, Mahidol University, 1979.

2) Training Manual in Population Education
(A Manual)**

As the original document is a manual, the
three types of abstracts similarly provide informa-
tion on the following:

target population education personnel in
audience: Asian countries who are in charge of

organising and implementing training
programmes for teachers, and other
personnel in population education.

objectives: to provide guidelines for organising
different types of pre-service and in-
service training courses in population
education for different types of per-
sonnel

subject area:

structure:

unique
features:

training in population education

the manual consists of six chapters

a suggested evaluation schedule is
provided at the end

The informative abstract describes the six
chapters in greater detail, while the indicative
abstract only enumerates their respective topics.
The evaluative abstract points out the features
which make the manual useful.

3) Population Education: Innovative Structure
and Approaches Report of a Regional
Workshop (A Workshop Report)***

As the original document is a workshop
report, the three types of abstracts provide in-
formation on the following:

purpose: to encourage countries to share their
experiences in population education
programmes and to formulate alter-
native aspects of population educa-
tion programmes

Unesco. Population Education Programme Service. Training
Manual in Population Education. Bangkok, Unesco, 1978.

Unesco. Population Education Programme Service. Popula-
tion Education: Innovative Structures and Approaches (Report of a
Regional Workshop, New Delhi, 23-29 October 1979). Bangkok,
Unesco, 1980.
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participants:

structure:

25 participants from 12 countries in
Asia and the Pacific

Part I is a review and synthesis of the
experiences in innovative structures
in and approaches to population
education of the different countries

Part II contains country reports,
each describing the population situa-
tion in a country and its innovative

experiences in population education,
both in the in-school and out-of-
school sectors.

Part III contains annexes.

The informative abstract describes in greater
detail the contents of each part of the report, more
than the indicative abstract does. The evaluative
abstract calls attention to the strengths and weak-
nesses of the workshop report.

RECENT MIGRANTS IN BANGKOK METROPOLIS: A FOLLOW-UP STUDY OF
MIGRANTS' ADJUSTMENT, ASSIMILATION AND INTEGRATION.

(RESEARCH STUDY)

INFORMATIVE ABSTRACT

This study was designed to gather information from recent migrants in Greater Bangkok relating to various fac-
ton associated with the place of origin, destination and process of moving. Specifically, itwas aimed at finding out
how successfully recent migrants adjust themselves to the urban way of life and identify the various factors which im-
pede or facilitate the assimilation process. Both objective and subjectivedata were collected regarding characteristics
of migrants, links between migrants and their areas of origin, types and process of moves, reasons for moving and ex-
pectations prior to moving, Job information, cost of moving and means of communication. Migrants and native born
urbanites were also compared in teams of social, economic, demographic and health dimensions. Lastly, the study
was designed to assess return and outinigration. The respondents covered a sub-sample of 498 migrants from the
recent migrants in Bangkok Metropolis who moved into the city during the twoyou period prior to November
1977 and a subsample of 300 normigrants who had lived in the city for at least two years. The tools used in data-
gathering were mailed questionnaires and a foilow.up interviews after six months for the recent migrants and once a
month for six months for the non - migrants. The findings revealed the following: 1) Recent migrants were found to
be predominantly single young men and women who moved mainly because of economic reasons. In general, men
moved in order to work as skilled and semiskilled labourers and women to work as service workers and servants. 2)
The basic and physical adjustment of new migrants in the city can be regarded as fairly favourable because their
moves were facilitated by relatives and they received assistance in the city easily. The milodty of the migrants had
jobs waiting for them before their move. They made good use of the city communication system and had never
had problems in terms of housing, working, getting along with people and environment. 3) The assimilation and
integration of migrants into the society was, on the other hand, not at all successful. They were not fully absorbed
socially and culturally into the new community and their religious practice has dropped very markedly. They also did
not use modem health facilities and still resorted to magic faith healing and traditional medicine. The migrants and
urbanities were not only segregated but the migrants were limited only to lower status work. In terms of return
migration, those who returned to their original places were mostly from the Northeast, with lower education and
engaged in agricultural work in the place of origin.
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INDICATIVE ABSTRACT

This study was aimed at finding out how successfully migrants adjusted themselves to the urban
way of life and identifying the various factors which impede or facilitate the assimilation process. More specifically,
it considered their characteristic types and process of mows, reasons for moving and expectations prior to moving,
job information and their status compared to urbanites. It also assessed return and out-migration. The sample covered
498 recent migrants and 300 non-migrants in Bangkok Metroplls. The method of data-gathering used were mailed
questionnaire and follow-up interviews. The findings showed that overall, the basic and physical adjustment of new
migrants in the city can be regarded as fairly favourable. Temporary employment and working experience satisfied
most migrants. The assimilation and integration into the society was, on the other hand, not at all successful. In the
new community, the role of migrants was found to be segregated due to the wide gap in socio-economic conditions.

TRAINING MANUAL IN POPULATION EDUCATION. (MANUAL

INFORMATIVE ABSTRACT

This manual is targetted to population education personnel in Asian countries who are in charge of organising
and implementing training programmes for teachers and other personnel on population education. Its main objective
is to provide guidelines for organising different types of pre-service and iniiervice training courses in population
education for different types of personnel. The manual consists of six chapters. The first chapter entitled,Issues in
Population Education highlights the issues and problems arising in connection with curriculum development in
population education arm with teacher education programmes in population education for elementary and secondary
school teachers. These issues cover the objectives of population education, selection of content and curriculum
development, mode of inclusion and training issues that deal with curriculum in population education for teachers.
Chapter Two, entitled Organising Daining Programme, provides the general pedagogical background for organising
training programmes. Chapter 3, Developing a Training Prog,amme in Population Education presents a general
procedure for developing a training programme. Case studies are also offered of a few in-service teacher training pro-
grammes in the Asian region. It hopes to assist trainers in developing training programmes in population education
in different countries according to their special needs and problems. Chapter 4, Pre-service Daining Programmes in
Population Education describes different strategies for introducing population education in pre-service teacher educa-
tion programmes. Variations in target groups, institutions, duration, objectives, and content are taken into account in
the suggestions offered. A range of methodologies is also listed. Chapter 5, In-service Daining Progsumme , identi-
fies the various target groups needing orientation/training through in-service and their training needs are outlined.
Some modalities of meeting these needs are presented in terms of the selection of clientele, training goals and objec-
tives, duration of courses and pre-training evaluation, process evaluation, post-training evaluation and follow-up
activities. A suggested evaluation schedule has also been given at the end.
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INDICATIVE ABSTRACT

This manual is targetted to population education personnel in Asian countries who are in charge of organising
and implementing training programmes for teachers and other personnel in population education. This main objec-
tive is to provide guidelines for organising different types of pre-service and in-service training courses in population
education for different categories of personnel. The manual consists of six chapters on issues in population educa-
tion, procedures on how to organise a training programme, developing a training programme in population education,
pre-service training programmes in population education, in-service training programmes in population education
and evaluation and follow-up activities in training. A suggested evaluation schedule has also been given at the end.

POPULATION EDUCATION: INNOVATIVE STRUCTURE AND APPROACHES:
REPORT OF A REGIONAL WORKSHOP. (WORKSHOP REPORT)

INFORMATIVE ABSTRACT

The document reports the proceedings of the Regional Workshop on Innovative Structures and Approaches to
Population Education organised by the lUnesco Regional Office for Education in Asia and the Pacific, held in New
Delhi from 23 to 29 October 1979. Attended by 25 participants from 12 countries in Asia and the Pacific, the work-
shop had the following objectives: 1) to enable countries with population education programmes to share their
experiences; and 2) to enable countries with emerging population education to formulate alternative and innovative
structures and approaches for more effective implementation of various aspects of population education programmes.
Part One of the Report is a review and synthesis of the experiences in innovative structures and approaches to popula-
tion of the different countries implementing population education programmes. These innovative experiences had
been grouped under the vanous programme components such as: a) programme planning and development; b)aware-
ness and orientation; c) curriculum and materials development; d) training of teachers; 3) administrative organisation,
in both the in-school and out-of-school programmes. In the light of these experiences, the participantswere divided
into four groups to discuss more in-depth four main progmme components: 1) programme development and
research and evaluation; b) awareness, orientation and training; c) curriculum and materials development; and d)
inter-agency co-ordination. The existing structures and approaches used in the different programme components
were analysed in terms of their advantages, disadvantages and problems. Based on the analyses, guidelines and alterna-
tive models for each programme component were suggested. Part Two of the Report contains the country reports,
each describing the population situation in a country and the innovative experiences in population education both in
the in-school and the out-of-school sectors. Part Three contains the annexes.

INDICATIVE ABSTRACT

This document reports the proceedings of the Regional Workshop on Innovative Structures and Approaches to
Population Education organised by the Unesco Regional Office for Education in Asia and the Pacific, held in New
Delhi from 23 to 29 October 1979. Attended by 25 participants from 12 countries in Asia and the Pacific, the
workshop was aimed at enabling countries with population education programmes to share their experiences and to
enable countries with emerging population education to formulate alternative aspects of population education pro-
grammes. Part One of the Report is a review and synthesis of the innovative structures and approaches used bythe
countries together with Suggested guidelines and alternative models and strategies which countries can replicate or
adopt. Part Two contains the country reports and Part Three carries the annexes.
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2. Excerpts and extracts

These reflr to the lifting of portions/sections
of a document, to be used in place of abstracts or
summaries. As they are less time consuming to
prepare, excerpting and extracting are useful
repackaging activities, especially in poorly staffed
population education information centres. The
objectives, conclusions and recommendations of
a research programme comprise the content of a
research report's extract.

Guidelines

a. SELECTION OF SECTIONS TO BE
EXCERPTED/EXTRACTED

Read the original material in its entirety,
marking those sections which appear relevant to
the topic at hand. Decide which among these
provide the most complete, accurate and concise
information.

b. ARRANGEMENT OF EXTRACTS

If no single, continuous portion can provide
the complete information required, extract from
various parts. Extracted sections should be
arranged in a way that allows ideas to flow smooth-
ly and logically. Short introductory notes maybe
used to link one section to the next. Subheads
may also be used to provide continuity of thought.

c. SOURCING OF EXCERPT'S/EXTRACTS

The sourcing of extracts/excerpts should cite
the following items:

for extracts taken from a single documeh
a short introductory paragraph; the publicatim'.:

title, author, publisher and source; the paage

reference; it may also be necessary to define the
context in which the sections have been extracted,
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to enable a better understanding and appreciation
of the extracts.

for extracts taken from different docu-
ments the publication's tide, author, publisher,
source, date of publication, the page reference.

d. USE OF PUBLISHED EXCERPTS

A published excerpt that is edited for re-use
becomes an adaptation. This should be noted in
the introduction to the excerpt and in the letter
to the author. Provided that they are not used as
a major section or text of a forthcoming publica-
tion, extracts of books and other literary works
may be copied in their entirety.

e. PERMISSION TO EXTRACT/EXCERPT A
PUBLICATION

The copying of entire publications can be a
service rendered between population education
information centres, if the copyright ownership of
these publications cannot be traced.

If a publisher has not signed any resolution on
fair use, permission should be secured for the use
of the following: quotations of 50 words or more,
tables and illustrations, excerpts of poems. Letters
requesting such permission should describe the
specific material concerned and the use intended
for it, ane. should also cite the publication's title,
author, publisher, date of publication, the sections
that v'4 be extracted and the pages where they
appec, . The document/publication in which the
ex. ict will be used should also be described.

F-ollowirig are three examples illustrating the use
of excerpts and extracts. The first example

ows how the source of an excerpt is credited.
.e next two sample lessons are part of two

)ooklets which consist of many excerpted
lessons from curriculum materials developed by
national population education programmes in
Asia.
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EXAMPLESm'i
OF
EXCERPTS AND EXTRACTS

MUCUS TZACILDIO LISSOM CO

DITIDOISIIIITAL & POPUIATIOS 1001C01011 POI OltaDIS $ TO 9

(An SDI Service few Population Ids, .ion)

Excerpted frame Ittnistry of Ideation. Curriculum
Dm lopeent Centre. revelation Mum atm Unit.

ICIaon:br,r1S;isnilLa tZtliiinr26-47239th-1.15:"5-Zent.

OONTOITS

- The keepheres interactions between plants
and animals

- Plant and animal systems etilisation of
plants and animals by no

- influence of men on plants and animals
a) methods adopted by man to increase

his food supply
b) constqueness of man.* actions on

the environment

Population Education Clearing Noise
WPM ILIOIONAL W1 2 101 SIXCATICE DI ilia SAID DCLUDa

langkok, Thailand

SAS/70/55/6139-300

This is one of the documents included in the SDI
packet on environment and population education.
It is a compilation of selected teaching lessons
excerpted from a publication of the Ministry of
Education of Sri Lanka. Note that credit is
immediately given on the covering page.

MUM e MILT MI AIM MULTI man LB TUNS
Or 1100111110 in* STACI

OILIKTIVITSs P. 116.11M11 repletion tam sea mei
Swim farilltIse awl ems

GUN LIM* W1105 MUM!
IIICOU a Mel= MO. 222.21.3

6 )0 0

W. mow MOT 5. Ill
Ma do Won beks.1 Drew

holly kW aell lame orl NW

CD

EaCae API

from for ehildtros: the An-to-fear/ Md-Do Aninaine. V.1.1. 11.3.1174. p. 23.

- to -

These sample lessons, (on this page and the next)
which have been excerpted and adapted from two
different publications, are part of a booklet con-
taining about 10 sample lessons excerpted from
different publications with the objective of show-
ing how population education concepts can be
integrated into geography.
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CONTENT : FAMILY SITE AND FAMILY NEEDS

OBJECTIVES: To identify the need' of tho family and
efflote of Amity eine on the mode of
the Amity.

GRADE LEVEL: LONIR PRIMARY

SCOPE 6 sows= NO.: III.A.3

A PROBLEM OF MONET

It was Friday evening. Timoci Nyaga had just COOS home from work.
He lived in Suva and worked in garage. Ha was not feeling very happy.
He sat down at the table In the living room.

"Harp you tea." ha said to his wife Viotti. "This la ay psy for

this week." Ha put pile of one and two dollar notes on the table.
"All we have is $18.00." ha went on, "and we have to do so each with It
to look after the five of usl"

"Don't be so upset," replied V aaaaa . "It la surprising what we can
do with the mocht You ere being very miserable today."

"Nell. I did want to go out with Corga this evening to meet some
of his friend.. Every time I go out I mead some sonny to spend. Now I

can't go, for than will not ha any money left ever.

V aaaaa said quickly, "Wall, we have to pay the buy food, and

pay school fees at the end of the month. And then there are bus fares

and new school uniforms for Hera, Ana, Rojo and Copal. And we ought to

gave some money. Still, I om sure that if we sit down and work it all

out we can find some money for you to go out with George tonight."

Mr. and Mrs. Nayaga an average $ 18.00 s week. They have

to spend some money on c aaaaa n things (such a, rent, food, and bus fare.)
every week; other things (such as clothe, and newspapers) they spend
money on once month; and other things (such as school fees), they 'Food
money on less often.

Imagine that you are Mr. and Mrs. Mayaga, who have five children st

school. How would you spend the softy batch Mr. Mayaga earned this week?

Copy and complete the liat in your notebook or work in groups as

directed by your teacher.

For Family of Si* with Four Children
Income $18.30

Rent

Food

Household goods (a.;. towels, aosp)

Clothing for 6 p

Light and power (e.g. M )

Transport (.g. but; fare.)

Saving.

nment 6 Social
(Film.. fhureh donations Sport)

School fees (four children at school)

Other (e.g. I aaaaaa ce)

Let us say that the Nayaga family has only two children, how Is the
money to be .pent on family of four?

For Family of Four with Two Children

Renr

Food

Household gooda (e.g. towels, soap)

Clothing for 4 p

Light and power (e.g. k )

Transport (e.g. bus fares)

Savings

Enturtainment I. Social

(Films, Church donations, Sport)

School fees (two children at school)

Other (e.g. Insurance)

Adapted from: Fiji. Ministry of Education, Youth and Sport. Looking
at famitiee - sooiat science 1.1.1; pupst's study book
parts I d II. Suva, 1976, p. 14-15.

- 11 -
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3. Reprints

These are straightforward and direct photo-
copies of sections or pages of a publication. They
are particularly useful when a publication is avail-
able in limited copies, or when a user's needs are
restricted to specific sections of a publication only.

Public and academic libraries are allowed to
photocopy materials within the bounds of the
following conditions: distribution is limited to one
photocopy per article per person only, reproduc-
tion is limited to one photocopy per publication
only, and photocopies of materials are strictly for
research use or private study only.

11111$0
Guidelines
.44=.11,
a. SOURCING OF REPRINTS

Reprints should be accompanied with a brief
note giving the title, author, publisher of a publica-
tion, as well as the address of its distributor/source.
The publication should also be briefly described.
These information can also be itemised on the
cover of the reprints. An easy method of sourcing
the reprint is by photocopying the title page of
the original publication and using it as cover of the
reprint.

b. PERMISSION TO REPRINT

Ideally, permission to reprint, extract and
excerpt a publication should be secured from the
author and publisher. Full credit should be given,
if required.

The main guidelines used in preparing extracts
and excerpts are also applicable to the preparation
of reprints.

Following are two examples of reprints. The
first one, entitled "Population Reprints in Sri
Lanka," contains reprints of new stories on
population from various periodicals. The second
one consists of papers and articles on various
aspects of population education written by
experts and authorities in the field.
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EXAMPLES- -
OF
REPRINT

Reprint Series

PONLATION EDUCATION DoL1n4rxrq

lcurinicuust DEVEIDIMENF FOR POPULATION EDUCATION
Dy T.S. Nehta

iTOWARDS A 0/10A071 DISNITION OF PLU1ILAT411 FDDLAT ION
by Slephn V ledersan

'POPULATION CHANCE AND EDUCATIONAL DEVEU/111EIIT
J.E. Jaysauriy

1'01111AM); MICMAC*. im.rotr.r. TO A CIIAIJIIEN.
of O.J. Mk°,

Population Education Clearing House Service

of the
UNESCO REGIONAL OFFICE FOR EDUCATION IN ASIA

ANGEOlt

This Reprint Series consists of four articles written
by well-known experts in the field of population
education. Each series focuses on a main theme or
an aspect of population education. For example,
this series carries articles on the theories, defini-
tions and coverage of population education.
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Population Reprints Sri Lanka, is a compilation of
reprints of news articles from various periodicals
published in Sri Lanka and in other countries.
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4. Handbooks and Manuals

These are usually a compilation and consoli-
dation of information obtained from various
sources. Presented in a how-to-do format or as a
Aeries of easy-to-follow instructions, handbooks
and manuals aim at providing a practical reference
tool to help practitioners, researchers and other-
population education professionals in the perform-
ance of their jobs.

For example, a publication entitled, "Popula-
tion Ha,akibook," serves as a quick guide to popula-
tion dynamics for journalists, policy makers,
teachers and students. Another handbook pro-
ViLJS outreach workers with effective ways to
communicate family planning messages and means
to dispel rumours and correct misconceptions.
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This is a sample news story which has been
reprinted from Asian Pacific Population Pro-
gramme News a newsletter of the Population
Clearing House of ESCAP.

a.

Guidelines

IDElsilIFICATION OF OBJECTIVES,
USERS AND THE SKILLS TO BE IM-
PROVED

The users of handbooks and manuals are most
often practitioners in the population education
field who need simple, concrete and practical
information concerning their day-to-day work.
Handbooks and manuals may teach easy demo-
graphic calculations to students, or they may
present teachers with more effective ways to
convey population education messages to motiva-
tors arid extension workers.
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They may also be



intended for administrators, showing them the
techniques for better management and co-
ordination of population education programmes.

b. IDENTIFICATION OF THE MAIN THEME
AND THE MAJOR ISSUES SURROUND-
ING THE SKILLS TO BE IMPROVED

Once the theme of the handbook or manual
has been established, the major issues or points
surrounding the skills to be improved are identi-
fied. Where possible interview a few target users
on the problems they may have encountered with
regard to the subject matter of the handbook.
Make a list of the difficulties and problems that
hinder the performance of their jobs. Based on
their response, the list of issues to be included in
the handbook is revised.

c. ORGANISATION OF RELATED LITERA-
TURE

Compile available literature on the subject
and group them according to the specific issues or
problem areas identified. Extract from these
materials salient guidelines on how to resolve the
respective problem areas/issues.

d. PRESENTATION

Write in a clear and straightforward style,
expressing instructions and procedures in short
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sentences using the active voice. Avoid the use of
technical jargon. Present synthesised ideas in a
logical sequence.

Design an attractive layout to encourage use
of the handbook or manual. A layout that pro-
vides breathing space gives users considerably more
opportunity to clearly focus and concentrate on
the text. Divide the text into sections, using sub-
headings in bold faces. The sections of the main
text should be distinct from those of the guide-
lines. In this way, the emphasis on -pecific items
in the guidelines or procedures is retained.

Following are three examples of handbooks and
manuals. The first one is aimed at providing
field workers with practical strategies and
materials in integrating population education
concepts into various development programmes.
The second one provides librarians and docu-
mentalists with basic procedures in building a
population education collection or library. The
third one describes the practical steps to be
taken in planning and developing a teacher train-
ing programme in population education. One
will note that the users of manuals and hand-
books are practitioners in the field, e.g. field
workers, librarians and trainers.
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EXAMPLES
OF
HANDBOOKS AND MANUALS

1) Population Education in Non-Formal Educa-
tion and Development Programmes: A Manual
for Field Workers*

o

This manual aims at providing practical exam-
ples of strategies, approaches and materials which
integrate population education into various
development programmes. It is a ready reference
for use by field workers, specifically giving them
step-by-step instructions on how to plan an out-
of-school population education programme; how
to develop curriculum materials in out-of-school
population education, as well as to evaluate them;
and how to integrate population education con-
cepts into food and nutrition, backyard vegetable
gardening, poultry raising, public health and
hygiene, civic citizenship, dressmaking and love land
rice production.

2) Building Your Population Education Collec-
tion**

Produced for librarians and non-librarians
who are engaged in work related to building and

Unesco. Population Education Programme Service. Popula-
tion Education in Non-formal Education and Development Pro-
grammes: A .:anal for Field-Workers. Bangkok, Unesco, 1981.
260 p..

Unesco. Population Education Programme Service. Building
Your Population Education Collection. Bangkok, Unesco, 1980.
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organising a population education collection, this
six-part manual provides procedures, starting from
identifying the intended users and their informa-
tion needs, to drafting an acquisitions policy,
identifying the sources of population education
materials and acquiring them, and finally, process-
ing a book for inclusion in the collection (i.e. how
to catalogue and assign classification numbers,
subject headings and call nur. 'iers.) In addition,
users are provided with ready references of recom-
mended titles which could constitute the core
collection, other titles for future acquisition as the
collection expands, directories of institutions/
sources where these materials can be procured, a
short set of guidelines in building a mailing list and
in disseminating documents.

3) Preparing Teachers for Population Education:
A Handbook.***

This handbook is intended for all who have
some responsibility for programmes in education in
population education for teachers, either of the
pre-service or in-service type. It outlines the prac-
tical steps to be taken in planning and developing a
teacher training programme in population educa-
tion. It also presents a series of learning experiences
to illustrate the planning of teaching-learning
activities focused on teaching skill practice for

.0**
Unesco. Population Education Section. Preparing Teachers

for Population Education. Paris, Unesco, 1983. 129 p.
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implementing population education at the teacher
education level.

4) Educator Training for Out-of-School Popula-
tion Education A Practical Guide****

A Urr sco publication, this offers practical
guidelines on how to plan, prepare, conduct and
evaluate a training programme in out-of-school
population education.

It is addressed to policy makers, administra-
tors and educational personnel responsible for

DISTRIDUTICe LIMITED

ENGLISH ONLY

MAT 1984

UNITED NATIONS EDUCATIONAL, SCIENTIFIC AND

CULTURAL ORGANIZATION (UNESCO)

EDUCATOR TRAINING FOR OUT-OF- SCHOOL POPULATION EDUCATION

- A PRACTICAL GUIDE

(D UNESCO, 1984

Unesco. Educator Mining for Out-of-School Population
Education 4 Practical Guide. Pari5, Unesco, 1984.

planning, organising and conducting educator
training programmes in out-of-school population
education.

This guide is made up of nine chapters which
are arranged in a logical sequence, showing the
development of a training programme. Chapter I
defines the concept and goals of population educa-
tion and the special considerations required when
dealing with a wide range of target groups in the
out-of-school sector. The next three chapters
describe the steps involved in planning and prepar-
ing an educator training programme that responds
to the needs of trainees and the client groups in
the community. They discuss various key factors
which must be taken into account and the step-by-
step process of programme development. The final
step is the elaboration of instructional materials
which is given in Chapter 5.

Chapters 6 and 7 outline the modalities,
methods and process of actually conducting a
training programme and 'ts evaluation. Finally,
Chapter 8 summarises the steps to be taken in the
preparation of a training programme, while Chap-
ter 9 provides a checklist of common problems
and their possible solutions. The annexes contain
research instruments to determine training needs
and the effectiveness of a programme, sample
curricula and a bibliography.

5. Package of Materials

The difference between a package and a hand-
book is that a package is usually a compendium of
various kinds of materials presented in the form of
abstracts, loose sheets, curriculum materials, sylla-
buses, course outlines, icssons, data sheets, reports,
reprints, excerpts, scripts, etc., which are often
times simply reprinted; a handbook, on the other
hand, has to be re-written and organised into a
coherent whole. While the materials in a package
deal with different aspects of a particular topic,
they may share similar themes and sets of objec-
tives.

Packages a n used as tools in training, as
instructional materials for teachers and students, as
reference took for information workers and the
mass media, and as reference materials for resource
speakers, to name some uses.

Packages present the following advantages: a
select range of materials on a particular topic is
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presented all at one time; there is no demand
placed on the writing skill of the staff of a popula-
tion education information centre as the work
requires mainly the collection of materials.

Packages generally begin with an introduction
to explain their objectives and main theme in
relation to the various materials included.

-----1.
Guidelines44...-

a. IDENTIFICATION OF OBJECTIVE,
THEME AND USERS OF THE PACKAGE

Establish the objective of the package and
decide on its main theme as well as sub-themes.
Determine the target users.

b. SELECTION AND PROCESSING OF
MATERIALS

Gather various materials that can expand the
discussion of each sub-theme. Select from these
materials those that wit! go i-Io the package and
process them. For example, a research repot. may
have to be abstracted, translation may be required
of some materials, and some articles may need to
be synthesised.
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If reprints or excerpts are included in the
package, credit must be given to their authors.
Where required, permission for use should be
secured first.

Limit the materials in a package to short
items of high quality. Materials should not be
more than two to three pages long each.

c. PRESENTATION

Design an attractive cover and layout to
encourage users to examine the packet and to give
each material an equal chance of being read.

d. USE OF SELF-MAILING QUESTION-
NAIRE

Include a self-mailing questionnaire in the
package, soliciting user's feedback on the use-
fulness of the package.

Following are two eAamplfls of packages. The
first one consists of a set of multi-media mater-
ials, such as background readings, self-learning
modules, radio casette scripts, a comic book and
an audio-visual kit. All these materials are
joined together by a single objective: to upgrade
the knowledge of secondary .tool teachers
concerning all aspects of pr Ition education.
The second package, called an SDI package,
contains excerpts and reprints focusing on popu-
lation education and home economics.
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EXAMPLES
OF
PACKAGE OF MATERIALS

1) A multi-media package produced for tie
training of teachers in population education con-
sists of what can be considered as a minimum
acceptable package, particularly intended for the
training of secondary school teachers.* These
include background readings in population educa-
tion; five self-learning modules on the relationship
of population change with 'a) educational develop-
ment, (b) food, nutrition and health, (c) the

Unesco. Population Education Programme Service. Multi-
media Package for the Training of Teachers in Population Educa-
tion. Bangkok,1982.

environment, (d) employment, (e) migration and
urbanisation; radio-cassette scripts on the socio-
cultural aspects of fertility; a comic book; and an
audio-visual kit on the demographic concepts of
population education. The main theme is to
upgrade the knowledge of secondary school
teacher. concerning all aspects of population
education, to give them a sound knowledge base
for teaching population education.

On the next page is a table showing the various
materials contained in the package and the various
themes or sub-topics that are elaborated upon.

Population Mart Ion Programme Surd as p.. g .

MULTI-MEDIA PACKAGE
For the Training of Teachers in

Population Education

GUIDELINES'

....%\..........

Mill
UNESC3 REGIONAL OFFICE FOR EDUCATION IN ASIA AND THE PACIFIC

Bangkok, 1112
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Part Title Topics /Themes
Expected

learning outcomes

Suggested
Methodology

Readings in population
education

1. Population education nature
and goals

2. Population education: a -
proaches and strategies

3. Population education: teaching
methodologies

4. Population education: evalua-
tion of training

1. Acquire knowledge about the
nature and goals of population
education, approaches and
strategies used in curriculum
development, methodologies
of teaching, and evaluation of
training programme

Self study and/or lecture discus-
don

Try-out some approaches/strate-
gies and teaching methodologies
suggested

Use the evaluative research in-
strument suggested in appro-
priate training programme in
population education

II Self-learning modules 1. Population change and educa-
tional development

2. Population change,food,nutri-
tion and health

3. Population change and envi-
ronment

4. Population change and employ-
ment

S. Migration and urbanization

1. Recognize the inter-relation-
ships of population change and
different aspects of quality of
life

2. Acquire knowledge on the
process of developing self-
learning modules

Individualized study followed
by group discussion, with the
trainer act lag as module manage.

III Radio/cassette scripts 1. Sociocultural values affecting
fertility behaviour

2. The status of women as affects
fertility behaviour

1. Acquire knowledge about
writing scripts for radio /as-
sate

2. Acquire knowledge of some
sociocultural values, status of
women, and nutrition as
related to fertility behaviour

Straight talk, panel discussion
or dialogue

IV Comic 1. Boon's family 1. Realize that comics can be used
as one media for presentation
of population education con-
cepts

Self study as motivation for
serious discussion of some
population problems/issues
involved

V Audio-visual kit on
demographic concepts
of population educa-
tion

1. Planning for the future

2. Population and population
growth

3. Measuring population growth

4. Composition, structure of
population and demographic
transition

5. Our future is in our hands

6. Population education

1. Understand basic demographic
concepts concepts as related to
population education

Group presentation of slides
and tapes followed by indi-
vidualized exercises in the
workbook

or
In places where facilities for
slide projectors and tapes re-
corder are not available, the
script fa: the cassette and work-
book can be used for group
presentation as well as for indi-
vidualized study

This part is not provided with all the packages. However, script for the cassette tapes and workbook has been provided in all the
packages.

Note: The materials presented in the Package can b used m the order it has been organised but the trainers are free to adapt the materials
and reorganise them to suit the specific needs of the target audience and local conditions.
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2) To provide systematic training for those en-
gaged in population education, specifically to
develop expertise in the collection, analysis, pro-
cessing, retrieval and selective dissemination of
information, two packages of training modules and
reference materials have been developed. The first
package contains seven module; which focus on
library skills, including the acquisition, cataloguing,
classification, preservation and storage of print and
audio-visual materials.

The second package contains two booklets.
The first booklet deals with basic but important
skills for assessing or judging the quality of docu-
ments, followed by such activities as the processing
and analysis of materials, literature searches, the
preparation of bibliographies and the writing of
different types of abstracts. The second booklet,
which is on information services, contains five
modules all of which involve more sophisticated
information and exercises on the preparation of
materials for general and special audiences, the
selective dissemination of materials, the tailoring of
information, the popularisation of clearing house
sc-vices, the development of a distribution strategy
and the establishment of networks, either on the
national or international levels. Each of these
packages consists of abstracts, loose sheets, sylla-
buses, course outlines, data sheets, readings, biblio-
graphies, and glossaries, which are used for the
exercises in each module.

3) The Selective Dissemination of Information
(SDI) Kit is also considered a package of materials

GIIRIMIII mow...am.
.11110 %Ow

as it contains different forms of repackaged docu-
ments, such as reprints, excerpts, bibliographies
abstracts, photocopies of materials, all of which
focus on one theme. For example, the SDI packet
on home economics* and population education
aims to show tI-3t home economics, an essentially
family centred, skill-oriented and decision-maki ig
subject, concerned primarily with strengthening
family life, is a subject that lends itself to an
infusion of population education concepts. To
show home economists, teachers and curriculum
developers how this can be done, the packet
contains excerpts and adaptations of an article,
"Home Economics Education and Population
Education" which gives the highlights, conclusions
and recommendeions of a study investigating the
structures, curricula ., Id methodologies of home
economics educeL,:ii in nine countries in Asia,
with the purpose of identifying strengths, weak-
nesses and entry points for infusing population
education; a reprint of "Home Economics with
Population Education", which gives the conceptual
framework for integrating population education
into home economics. and finally, a batch of
teaching lessons which deal with managing family
resources, establishing satisfactory family relation-
ships, the feeding of children, health care and
clothing management skills.

*
Unesco. Population Education Clearing House. Selective

Dissemination of Information: Population Education & Home
Economics. Bangkok, 1980.
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E. DATA COMPILATION AND PROCESSING

Vast amounts of quantitative data and statis-
tics are derived from the field of population educa-
tion. However, these data are not always properly
collected nor systematically organised and are
often expressed in highly specialised, technical
'terms.

Data lose their usefulness if they cannot reach
the users in good time and if they are not pre-
sented in forms understandable to them. Most
inquiries on population education may require the
evaluation of data, the analysis of secondary data,
interpretation of raw data, reclassification of data,
or even the presentation of simple calculations.

Data can be transferred into manageable and
usable forms in a variety of ways.' One is by
tabulating them. A tabular arrangement displays
figures more meaningfully and facilitates compari-
sons between them. In addition, it easily demon-
strates a two-way relationship between variables, as
well as a three-way association among them.

Data can also be transferred into graphs and
diagrams, which have a stronger impact than
tabulated data and are therefore more readily
absorbed and understood. Graphs and diagrams
aim at helping users understand a mass of data by
appearing to the use of their visuai perception.
Graphs are used to portray trends over time,
frequency distributions and relationships between
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sets of data. The predominant forms of diagrams
are pictorial representations, bar charts and pie
charts.

Bar charts or column charts display frequency
distributions, percentages and averages. Data are
accurately presented by a series of bars, with the
length of each bar indicating the size of a specific
figure. The pie chart is particularly effective in
comparing the relative sizes of three to eight com-
ponent figures.

Presentation of data will of course vary
depending on the needs and characteristics of
users. Data can be presented in more technical
terms to specialists and research workers, but they
should be reduced to simpler forms to enable wider
use by teachers, trainers, IEC workers, doctors,
students, etc.

Guidelines

a. TABULAR ARRANGEMENT OF ITEMS

Arrange items in a way that enables readers to
spot and test inferences, without having to refer to
the text. Use the same format for tables that use
similar data but different variables. Avoid placing
different kinds of information under the same
column.
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b. STRUCTURING OF A TABLE Use explanatory footnotes in the first table if
abbreviations are used.

Minimise the number of entries without
excluding vital information.

Clearly and briefly indicate the table's subject
matter in the title.

Leave the cell blank if a column title does not
apply to an item in a row stub.

Minimise the use of horizontal and vertical
lines.

Give short and clear headings for each row in
the far left column; apply the same principle in
writing row headings and column headings.
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c. USE OF NUMERICAL ENTRIES

Rules concerning the use of decimals and the
rounding off of numerical entries should be con-
sistently observed.

Following are graphic presentations of popula-
tion data, using tables, bar charts and pie charts.
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EXAMPLES
OF
DATA COMPILATION AND PROCESSING

1) 1984 ESCAP Population Data Sheet,* pub-
lished by the Population Division, ESCAP. A
poster size data sheet, this contains estimated and
projected crude birth rate, crude death rate and
rate of increase (per thousand population) in the
ESCAP region during 1960, 1984 and 2000;
estimated and projected annual rate of population
growth, 1960-2000; and 1984 demographic
estimates for Asia and Pacific countries am! areas.

The entries have been derived from various
sources, which are cited at the bottom of the data
sheet.

ESCAP. Population Division. 1984 ESCAP Population Data Sheet. Bangkok, ESCAP,1984.
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Using bar chart to organise data

Source. Population Reference Bureau. Children in the World, by Magda McHale, John McHale
with Guy Streatfield. Washington D.C., Population Reference Bureau, 1979, p. 57
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and less developed regions, 1975
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Using pie chart to organise data
Source Population Reference Bureau. Children in the World, by Magda McHale, John McHale

with Guy Streattield. Washington D.C., Population Reference Bureau, 1979, p. 55
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F. TRANSLATION OF MATERIALS

The language barrier poses one of the greatest
challenges to the flow of information in population
education programmes. On a national scale, the
problem exists when different local dialects are
used in a country. In the international level, the
language barrier becomes a more complex problem
and affects the work of regional and international
population education information centres.

Translations should be tailored to the needs
of specific working groups in the population field:
medical doctors, field workers, researchers and
teachers. Translators are advised to consider the
following points before undertaking a translation
assignment: the availability of standard tools for
translation, such as dictionaries and thesauri; the
need to avoid the tendency to over simplify a
translation, and to take into account the socio-
economic variables and cultural factors related to
population education; the importance of co-
operating with demographers and population
experts; and the need to limit the translation of
comprehensive publications to relevant parts
only.' 4
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Guidelines"

a. IDENTIFICATION OF TARGET USERS

Identify target users so that priorities can be
set and an appropriate style of translation adopted.

b. SURVEY OF EXIST! POPULATION
EDUCATION MATERIALS

Make an inventory of materials that will be
useful to translate. The range of such materials
include those written within the last five years on
population education-related topics, but does not
preclude classic work at a later stage; sample curri-
culum materials with well defined methodologies;
unpublished manuscripts; texts of high professional
quality; source books on population education;
basic technical works on demography; surveys and
studies relevant to the country and to some neigh-
bouring countries; current statistical information
and census reports; reference lists and biblio-
graphies, and recommendations made by inter-
national agencies on population education matters.

SO



c. FEASIBILITY STUDY OF A TRANSLA-
TION PROGRAMME

Look into the availability of translators and
translation facilities, and explore the feasibility of
commercial publishing and sale of translated
materials. Co-ordinate requests for translated
materials from external/internal agencies. Evaluate
the selection of materials, the quality of the
translation and the usefulness of the programme.

d. CLOSE CO-OPERATION BETWEEN LIN-
GUISTS AND DEMOGRAPHERS

Promote close co-operation between linguists
and demographers. If possible, the translation
should be done in two stages, as follows: first, the

translation should be undertaken by a population
education subject specialist; and secondly, it
should be edited by a linguist.

Following are two examples of population
education materials which have been translated
to promote their wider circulation. The first
one is an audio production translated from
Korean to English, while the glossary is a transla-
tion of population education, family planning
and demographic terms, from English to
Chinese. The latter type of translation activity
requires close co-ordination among demog-
raphers and/or subject specialists and linguists as
it concerns the translation of value-laden termi-
nologies.
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EXAMPLES
OF
TRANSLATED MATERIALS

...... 4.4*. for Wants'
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1) New Thought, New Behaviour. This is an
audio production which is a part of a population
education programme for adults produced by the
Korean Institute for Research in Behavioural
Science, with the financial support of the Central
Office for Population Education Programme.
While the package programme series consists of a
set of printed materials, cartoons, slides and audio
tapes, only the audio tapes have been translated
into English because of their well-defined metho-
dology or technique in discussing the issue of
family size. Child rearing, a topic that is sur-
rounded by taboos and traditional values, is dealt
with by presenting the pros and cons in a manner
that fosters the examination and clarification of
values.

In the opening scene, two friends meet after
a long separation and engage in a dialogue on the
subject of children. Their exchange reveals that,
although both persons are themselves the parents
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of three children, there remain serious inhibitions
in discussing of family size, a subject that has been
traditionally taboo.

The second part of the work, focusing on a
dialogue between a man and a woman, depicts the
shortcomings of traditional values that have shaped
social attitudes towards child rearing. The views of
a professional family counsellor and various elderly
people are taken into account. As the presentation
approaches its conclusion, the audience, whose
thinking has been patterned after traditional con-
cepts, is now confronted with a question of prag-
matic and critical significance, that is, the pursuit
of individual action in planning a family.

ellim=111
61111 tiIo MA.
NUJ 1.1111.11 WWII!
man rue 114411
o no mart 4.10.44
atm mow S O al/ Ilk
dew... mu. .6, av .4
euem.... op I at
Malmo .1.t
dilomOm ~AN" 1. OH*
Illnolloollf Se*
moor 419
..v imam 41 4 44
ohofoo III,
oloolfmation . A
olsootom 000tw0000 4 1. 4 if
Ws leg, OA.

ftplIU. Inielspin. Ortja.
alorl Mat.* 1011111001 , IA 1r Main )04/4 tf(
411m.Yeetida AIR440
IMMINeetloa Is rimy p.m. j4 oi a ta ii,
ulamaIM 4ml... 11* a %a
.............. %WM*
@ milieu, ttrtill t, I.* eta'. I Ill IF.2 a IP )...o. .1. evnme.....liir glta1t..q4s
...Ore IMMIwn 1. 0, it i ik t (OSA=111 Mkt 'it
*atone. OW. *ye ill, 4

1111=111
2) A glossary of terms in population education,
demography and family planning, translated from
English to Chinese, aims to resolve the considerable
confusion and misinformation arising from the
different Chinese interpretations of many popula-
tion terms.
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G. DIRECTORIES AND INVENTORIES

Directories and inventories provide direct
users with a handy guide to appropriate sources
of population education information. They also
help population education inform ition centres to
effectively perform their referral services. How-
ever, directories and inventories sometimes suffer
from a common oversight that of citing organisa-
tions, projects, activities, names of officials,
etc. without first verifying their present status.

In population education, directories have
been produced on the following topics: agencies
engaged in population education programmes,
aernographic research centres, population research
and family planning training centres, agencies
offering IEC assistance and services, population
education information and library resources,
training centres for out-of-school population
education, donor agencies, etc.

Profiles of institutions include the following
entries: tyr and address, name of contact person,
staffing, d .! of establishment, aims, structure,
financial rLs_ Jrces, activities, publications, f cil-
ities, etc.

Major entries in profiles of tr bring institu-
tions are the contents of the courses, require-
ments for admission, teaching materials,
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training facilities, sources of fellowships,
training staff, etc.

Special entries in profiles of libraries and
information services are the contents and size
of their collection, the arrangement of entries,
the classification system, the information
services offered, audio-visual frAities,
publications, dissemination services, etc.

Inventories are more Lommonly used to list
down materials, publications, projects and names
of important personalities. Inventories in popula-
tion education generally cover the following
materials: IEC materials on population education;
research studies; projects; experts; consultants;
and events (i.e. training programmes, conferences,
meetings).

Guidelines4.-----
a. ESTABLISHING THE PURPOSE AND

IDENTIFYING THE USERS OF THE
DIRECTORY OR INVENTORY

Is the directory or inventory going to be
used for staff developme..t purposes? Is it meant
to guide trainers in tapping the facilities and
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resources of other training centres? Is it going to
help librarians and information workers in
maximising existing resot, rces and in promoting
the flow and exchange of information? Is it
intended for those who want to set up a popula-
tion education programme and need to know
where to seek financial assistance, whom to tap as
consultants, etc.

b. ESTABLISHING THE CRITERIA FOR
THE SELECTION OF ENTRIES

Decide on the scope of the directory/
inventory. Will it be a comprehensive listing of all
organisations/materials/persons involved in a sub-
ject area or will such listing be limited to certain
levels of seniority, achievement, etc.' Will it
include institutions which have undergone sub-
stantial organisational changes?

Decide on the time range. Will the directory
date back to the inception of the population
education programmc, or will it restrict itself to
a certain time reference.' Will it include organisa-
tions which are in the progress of being established
at the time of the preparation of Lne directory or
inventory.'

Decide on the geographic coverage. Will it be
nationwide or worldwide? Will it be regional?

c. DATA GATHERING

Decide on the best method to gather data.
Will there be personal interviews, surveys using
questionnaires, or analysis of secondary data?
Items to be included in the questionnaire
should be thoroughly selected. For institutions,

the following should be included: name, address,
contact person, staff, language used, date of
establishment, structure, financial resources, mem-
bership, activities, publications, facilities, contents,
etc. For an inventory of personalities, the
following should be included: name, place and date
of birth, address, civil status, positions, educational
attainment, language spoken, activities, positions,
organisations, honours and awards, publications
and other contributions, principal areas of pro-
fessional interest and preferred mailing address.

Conduct a survey if the size of the
respondents is small. Use strategically located
intermediaries to survey big groups of respondents.

d. FINALISING THE DATA

Check the directory for missing information,
unanswered questions, or incomplete data. Return
incomplete questionnaires to respondents or
re-interview respondents to complete the survey.

e. PRESENTATION

Structure the directory accoroing to country,
subject area, type of material or organisation, etc.

In the introduction or preface, expiain the
criteria used in the selection of items included in
the directory or inventory, and report on the
response rate to the survey.

Following is a description of how a directory
is prepared, showing the choice of format or
arrangement of entri,-.
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EXAMPLES
OF
DIRECTORIES AND INVENTORIES

0111t 1-04V (11 I Mlrldl NDID
4141D 141%10 At USW,
rorct 411(. I NA 1110, rsoit( TS
1111 kSi 14E11111 r4, III,

1) Directory of UNFPA-Funded and Unesco-
Assisted Population Education Projects in
Asia and the Pacific*

This Directory shows, at a glance and by
country, the UNFPA- and Unesco-assisted or-
ganisations engagel in population education in
Asia and the Pacific. to add"-nn to giving an
idea of the scope of populations education pro-
grammes in this region, it also aims to inform
readers of the various activities and accomplish-
ments in this field. The intention is to generate
readers' interest and thereby motivate them to
contact these organisations and exchange in-
formation and materials v.rioi them, in order to
learn from their experiences.

This first edition includes projects carried
out from 1979 to the present Whenever possible,
on-going projects which may have been funded
prior to 1979 are shown. In some cases, however,
only information about new projects is provided.

Information given here has been mostly
obtained from secondary sources, mainly from
project documents and propz,ss reports. The
preliminary manuscript has been sent to the
countries included in the Directory, for correc-
tion, updating and adding of new information.

Unesco. Population Education Programme Service. Directory
of UNFPAPlinded and Unesco-Assisted Population Education
Picts in Asia & the Pacific. Bangkok, 1984.
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The entries are classified alphabetically by
country. The description of each project pro-
vides the title of the project. its duration, imple-
menting unit, contact person and address, funding
source, executing ,rency, objectives, scope and
major achievements. For the purpose of this
directory, the major achievements of each organi-
sation are highlighted in the following areas:
institutionalisation, curriculum and materials
development, orientation or training, research and
evaluation, and information and documentation
support. The addresses of population education
sub-offices or branches in the state, regional,
provincial or district levels, as the case may be,
are also included in this directory.

AFRICAN DIRECTORY
OF DEMOGRAPHERS

REPERTOIRE AFRICAN
DES DEMOGRAPHES

Q*)

;ss',;e4y

2) African Directory of Demographers, pub-
lished by the United Nations Commission for
Africa.

3) Directory of Organisations and Institutions
with Activities in Population and Family
Planning in Thailand published by the Thai
Population Clearing House/Documentation
Centre, National Family Planning Pro-
gramme.

4) Research, Teachiug, Training in Demography,
A Directory of Institutions in the ESCAP
Region, published by ESCAP, 1975.

5) Guide to the Sources of International Popula-
tion Assistance 1982 published by UNFPA.
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A sample page of a Directory*

ASIA

AFGHANISTAN

1. Title of Population Edu-
cation Project

2. Duration

3. Implementing Unit

4. Contact Person and Address

5. Funding Source

6. Executing Agency

7. Description

7.1. Objectives

7.2. Scope

: Family Life Education Through Mass
Education Programme (AFG/78/P08)

: 1979-1985

: General Agency for Literacy Campaign
(GALC)

Ministry of Education

: Dr. Batenshah Zaiarsai
President
General Agency for Literacy Campaign
Ministry of Education
Kabul, Afghanistan

UNFPA and Government

: Unesco

a) To design and organize functional
literacy programmes for rural and
urban women related to family health,
better family living and family
guidance.

b) To design and develop post-literacy
materials and activitt * related to
better family living, imily guidance
and family health for literate women
in urban and rural areas.

c) To incorporate essential elements of
population and environmental edu-
cation, better family living and
family relationships in functional
literacy and post-literacy activities
being designed for men.

Out-of-school programme (General
literacy programme, women's programme,
agriculture and co-operative programme,
complementary education programme, out-
of-school children progtamme).

- 1 -

Source. Directory of UNFPA-funded and Unesco-Assisted Population Education Projects in Asia & the Pacific.
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H. PUBLICITY MATERIALS AND AN-
NOUNCEMENTS OF CURRENT EVENTS
AND PROGRAMME ACTIVITIES

These make users aware of current activities
and projects in population education, the avail-
ability of information and materials, and new
opportunities to participate in various types of
events. Some examples are the newsletter, news
sheets and other publicity materials.

1. Newsletter

This is the most popular medium for convey-
ing capsules of current events, activities, publica-
tions, research studies and news about staff and
personalities in population education. Almost all
population education information centres, from
the smallest ones to those working at national and
international levels, issue newsletters on a regular
basis, i.e. bi-monthly, quarterly or bi-annually.

Of the different types of repackaging activi-
ties, the newsletter appears to have the widest
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readership because of the human interest it
generates. The news stories are timely and locally
relevant. They make good reading because of their
focus on people, events, interesting reports/find-
ings, and other topical subjects.

Newsletters are generally short and their news
stories are brief. Although compact, a newsletter
should nevertheless be able to provide a round-up
of various events in the different aspects of a
population education programme. These may
include management or policy issues, training,
research publications and other materials devel-
oped.

The content of a newsletter depends on its
objectives. Is the newsletter primarily intended to
announce meetings, workshops, social events, staff
changes, etc.? Or is ii meant to be instructional in
nature? Is it scientific or techni-al?

Following are examples of newsletters with dif-
ferent contents and layout designs or format,
and produced based on different objectives.
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EXAMPLES
OF
NEWSLETTERS
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Asian and Pacific
FORUM

The Organization,
Quality Control, and
Accuracy of the 1982
Population Census of China
lot Ronald I Rodman
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A practical and instructional newsletter that
includes sample lessons and teaching methodolo-
gies in teaching environmental education. Written
in simple and readable language, this newsletter is
well illustrated.
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A technical newsletter that includes reports of
censuses, population urveys and research findings
written in academic and research-oriented
language.

ECO-NEVVS
anet rvironmental newsletter for yang people

Envtrxinvntol Actal Gait co 156 Fif th 4/erve New Ibrk NY 1000

Vol 7 No 3 Dec /Jan 1977

A Happy
Environmental New Year

In the middle of Manhattan, Meat YankCity, there are tore taro., bright
roan all Minted in orange and brown and white The room are in an
office high up on the 11th floor The huge north windows overlOOk the
Empire St.te guilding from the ONSTeell windows there's a 'forest' of
office buildings with squat wooden water towers on their roofs Beyond
the., the Hudson River float toward the sae

SOP interesting people wort In this office They're all nvironmentalists..
people IMO seek to make a cleaner and healthier enalmoneent Can you guess
iMo tiese environmentalist% are? They're the people who work at the
(wit 'mental Action Coalition'

OI of us here at EAC here Joined together to help each Other as w.
do our Jobs for the environment This worth 1118'ef going to tell you a
little 'bout out we do And we're 901/19 to share w th you scemi of our
resolutions for a happy environvental Maw Year
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GROWTH OF POPULATION IN THE REGION
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Number 21, 1984

1. Population Ediication Regional News

2. Population Education Country Programmes

2

5

3. Discussion Forum Learning Experiences in

Population Education Proposed Guidelines and

Core messages . . 14

4. Publications in Circulation.
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"Governments should plan and work to bring about a global society that is secure
and viable, one in which individuals can develop their full potential free from the
capricious inequalities of development and threats of envirmunental degradation This
should he dinie without violating the dign 'y and freedom of the human person and k i
going all people the A ledge and the means to bring forth onlv tine children for ninon
they can provide the fullest opportunities Joy growth. Education should enhance this
vision as the motive of all human efforts in population"

From Rafael Saks. Secretary-General of the 1984 International Conference on
Population.

Pubi clod under UNFPA project RAS/74/P02

..ces%*fte.

Population EAlucation Programme Service

Unesco Regional Office for Education in Aria and the Pacific
P.O. Box 1425, General Post Office, Bangkok 10500, Thadand

This is a regional newsletter on population education which presents a round-up
of events in Asia and the Pacific. It carries regular sections on activities in the
region and in individual countries, and on population education activities of the
Population Education Programme of Unesco. It also carries Discussion Forum,
focusing oa latest issues and trends, reviews of recent population education
publications, and samples of innovative materials in the region.
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LABOUR AND POPULATION

ACTIVITIES
IN ASIA AND THE PACIFIC

Published by the ILO Lebo.. end Population Town foe Ads and the ?mark No. 16

Khanna
Transferred
To Geneva

Mr. D L Morn VW( of
Ow ILO Labour sad Popik
hoe Teem foe kW sad the
Weak (LAPTAP) rat the
past two man. hes Wee
transferred to the pow of the
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Me Department Relations
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Geneva
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1984

Foe the past 12 yews.
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architect of LAPTAP a IM
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Cluef of Town maims a new
oppouunrwt

Dr. Pernia
Joins LAPTAP

Dr Ernesto hi Petals Me
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Popubtion and Esnployment
Policy and Research. ILO
Labour and Population TOWN
for Mia and the Pacific
(1.Af'TA°).11angholt

He asommi the pm ate If
July after a NM* at the
Population And Labour Polk
cies Branch. r.mploymne and
Development D41.011MWS,
ILO. Goma.

Of Philipplie alonawy
Dr. Penes was the charnme of
Economics Dopartinea as the
Shod of Emonmics, them
city of the Philippines. He re.
caved a Ph.D. depot ie are'
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the Unhandy of Caron.
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no texceptIon Rows lot IMO Winn approttortely
three oat of Ay PeoPle br anololat counttIn do not hoe
eery anent to nee Many mar. (Photo: WHO/UNICEfilt
Woe

Projects in Nepal

Two Courses Held
For Women Trainers
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lateens two ILO/UNFPA
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PPM= Mewl* Dey Can
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*Med
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day an contra in make
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The hetet pupa mkt.

Comfier., Per f

Population Unit
In Sri Lanka
Employers' Body
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Mr.
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ILO Ruda.

The rebury tai of the
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Of Commerce
Sets Up FW
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Comma and Industry hes
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ties "PH.3 Friday Welfare
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way Means actMits at M
MOM mobilisation Nei.
form pens of tha country
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amp" Mine whkh 1,600
people underwent seal for
blood Nam am, cholemend
haeronsioNe and *Om di.
Mad pupas.

Mr. larrant Rel. Chalk
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the Comment. 10 ind Dk
rectorate of Health Servka,
NAL
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publication (=RIM "Fundy
Welfare ie the Oreanbed
Seam aneelY and kopek
Man ".

unit will be to motivate and
persuade employers and ma
urn to undertake plant
keel population/May we)
fare education/untas pin
pinyon at WWI establish
mini.

The anti sip he manned
by s Populace, Offe.a aM.
will have the ank at an
Anistant Secretary of Li C

TM esabliatinent of the
proposed unit in the EFC
It pan of Lein Art .c.Irs
sous to memento the invo)
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nisations in the national par
isolation and family safari
=ovum/
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Konen Employen Fears lion
(MEE) in Seoul Su. h whits
ate also being planned an
Bangladesh and Inks

UNFPA Approval
The United %alms lard

foe Population Anoints
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amen animal lot outwit
on atonal titivation in
India

Limited -Policy Reseal, h
an Internal Museum in In
dia", the 11.04secuted =o-
leo as dimmed to stud) the
process. volume and rate oi
W 4n1181 111 India in thin
selected States with a .14,
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amnesic= and mama op
Neonate policy fomilawn
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What's inside
wed W Commute

Gators Moe Man"
Agana In Factory.las
Programmes

Project Suetegen
Reviewed 121 /Cone

A newsletter which follow3 the size and format of a daily newspaper, this is
printed in five columns and is larger than the usual newsletter.
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2. News Sheets

News sheets are printed on simple paper and
are usually mimeographed, to minimise costs and
save time in preparation and delivery.

Essentially news sheets are a shorter version
of a newsletter and consists of no more than four
pages. News sheets contain recent news events
which require immediate transmission. These
events may have occurred after the publication of a
newsletter or they may be of such urgency that
they cannot be held back until the next issue of
the newsletter. In other cases, news sheets are
published in place of a newsletter.

The format of news sheets is simple (usually
photos are not used) and the news items are
shorter than those found in a newsletter.-----.0.
Guidelines for newsletters and
news sheets

a. DEFINITION OF OBJECTIVES

Are the publications going to be used as
publicity materials? As instructional materials? As
technical references?

b. DETERMINING THE CONTENTS

As a start, make an inventory of the various
activities and components of a population educa-
tion programme (e.g. training, research, policy
making, IEC, curriculum development, classroom
training, etc.) Under each component, list down
all possible activities that are being undertaken.
Avoid over-emphasising any one activity, seek a
balance in the treatment of the content.

c. GATHERING OF DATA

Once the contents have been lined-up, specific
news topics are listed, their sources are identified,
and the method of gathering information is
selected. News stories can be based on personal
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interviews, on articles/commentaries requested
from various sources, on secondary sources, such as
other newsletters, research reports, reports of
meetings, and others. The most effective method
of gathering information is through regular contri-
butions by an organised network of correspondents.

d. WRITING THE NEWS STORIES

Regardless of the type of story straight
news, features, or analytical reports the style of
writing should be simple and crisp. Observe tho-
roughness, clarity and brevity in reporting.' 6

Avoid editorialising. Report the news, not
personal views. Speak of facts, not of personal
feelings.

The lead should include information that
answer the questions who, what, where, when
and how. Facts should be reported in the order
of their importance, with the least significant
details incorporated in the later paragraphs.
While contributirm to clarity, this also ensures that
the earlier park iphs which contain the story's
main facts remain intact, in case the story has to
be cut due to space limitations.

e. LAYOUT DESIGN

This refers to topographic requirements, such
as the size of the newsletter (typically newsletters
measure 81/2" by 1 1"); the style (will the newsletter
use various kinds of type faces, will the headlines
be in bold type faces, will there be a lot of photo-
graphs); the shape (will a page be divided into two
or three columns, will it be divided into sections,
will some news stories be boxed).

Make a dummy sheet, showing the positioning
of news stories, photos and illustrations.

Edit and proofread.

Following are two good examples of news sheet3
illustrating simplicity of format and brevity of
news items.
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POPIN Update, published by the Interna-
tional Population Information Network, UN
Secretariat.

This is issued mainly to POPIN members to
keep them informed of current events in the
population information field. The news items are
short and varied, ranging from news on interna-
tional activities to new publications.

Population Headliners, published by the
Population Division of ESCAP.

Briefly reported here a-_ news items under
the following sections: people, country news,
regi, nal and world news, and other regular sec-
tion.. A sub-regional news supplement is normally
published together with the Headliners. An
example is "Headliners: ASEAN", which is a com-
pilation of various population news around
ASEAN.

Update 16 September 1162
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3. News service and publicity materials

These provide the print and broadcast media
with current, ready-to-print or ready-to-broadcast
news and feature articles on population education.
A media service is generaily a package of news
releases.141.

Guidelines"

a. USE OF THE INVERTED PYRAMID AS
A WRITING TECHNIQUE

The news value of a press release is based by
editors and radio broadcasters on the c Intent of
the lead paragraph, which should contain informa-
tion answering the questions who, what, when,
where, why and how. After the lead, other details
are reported in the order of their importance.

The reporting should be accuratt., clear,
thorough, objective, concise and appealing.

b. PRESENTATION

Press releases should indicate the name and
telephone number of the source, and the date of
the release. There should be sufficient top margin
to allow space for the editor to write in the head-
line.

c. NUMBER OF TOPICS PER PRESS
RELEASE

Ideally, a press release should be limited to
one topic only. If there are several topics that
need to be reported, they should be written as
separate press releases and are distributcd at
different times. However, these releases may
also be compiled in one packet or folder.

d. LIAISING WITH THE PRINT AND
BROADCAST MEDIA

Avoid using influence to get a story used. To
call the attention of the print and broadcast media
to the news value of population education-related
press releases, point out to editors and broadcasters
the nature and objective of population education
programmes and the role of the press and broad-
cast media in relation to them.

Based on their agreement to support the
promotion of por lation education programmes,
work out an arrangement whereby press releases
and other publicity materials are sent on a regular
basis.

Following are examples of news service and
publicity materizis.
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EXAMPLES
OF
NEWS SERVICE AND PUBLICITY MATERIALS

Par
Media Service

POPULATION NEWS FOR MASS MEDIA
A project of the Population Center Foundation

P.O. Box 2065, MCC
Makati, Metro Manila

Vol. VI/No. 5/1984

MIGRANTS FROM THE PROVINCES: THEY
KEEP FLOCKING TO METRO MANILA -

Migration from rural to urban areas
appears to be "irreversible,"
accordtng to a study.

SURVEY FINDINGS: A :.EASTFED CHILD
CAN SPEAK BETTER - Mothers, take
note. A study shows breastfeeding
can help your babies speak clearly
and read better when they grow up.

WHY SOME BABIES DIE BEFORE THEIR
FIRST BIRTHDAY: A population
official reports that most rural
residents live in areas relatively
inaccessible to health services.

HELPING PARENTS COPE WITH AN ABNOR-
MAL CHILD: An American specialist
recommends a support system for
families with newly born handi-
capped children.

LONG-ACTING CONTRACEPTIVES: PRCt4ISING
BUT PROBLEMATIC - Injectables,

hormone-releasing IUDs, skin implants,
vaginal rings and once-a-month pills.

NEWS CAPSULES: Don't Wash that Meat,
and Other Nutrition Tips; 15 Million
Children Die Annually in theDeveloping
World - Unicef.

PCF Media Service

Articles from PCF Media Service may ba reproduced without permisron. The editors. however, will appreciate receiving
copies of public. ions which make use of Per Media Service articles The service is a project of PCF's communication
services division. Division director. Vicente G. Tiol.

Editor: Virgilio Lacaba, Managing Editor: Amis' Ma. Guerrero: Staff Writer: Elizabeth Lolarga, Photo Editor Roderick
Toledo, Staff Artist: Valerio P. Gerolaga, Jr., Circulation Supervisor Jose S. de le Paz, Editorial Consultants. Romeo B.
Abundo, Perla B. Sanchez.

THE POPULATION CENTER FOUNDATION (PCF) is a private, grant-making institution established in 1972 to increase
the involvement of the private sector in the Philippine effort to bring about timely andeffective solutions to its population
Problem.

BOARD OF TRUSTEES. Imelda Romualdez Marcos. Founding Chairman, Onofre D Corpus, Vice Chairman, Conrado LI
Lorenzo, Jr., President and Executive awful; Tomas Aguirre. Treasurer; CarlosPatinae. Jr , Assistant Tiessurer, Jose Y
Campos, Ernesto Exeter, Gloria T. Aragon, Carmen Guerrero Nakpil, Basilio EstanislackMemberx

PCF Media Service, produced by the Population Centre Foundation, Philippines.
This contain : articles on various population-related topics which are geared for mass
circulation newspapers and radio stations throughout the Philippines. The print
editions come in two dialects, whip the broadcast editions are iscued in three dialects.
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International Dateline
NEWS OF WORLD POPULATION AND DEVELOPMENTA SERVICE FOR MASS MEDIA

August 11141

HARMONY. An International Conference became an International
Chorus in Mexico City, August 6-14. Delegates from 149 countries
met at the International Conference on Population (ICP) to evaluate
progress made during the ten years since the last such meeting,
held in Bucharest, and to set goals for the future. Rafael Sales,
Secretary-General of the ICP, was the conductor of this 149-member
orchestra, and although an occasional sour note was sounded during
the first few days of the meeting, the final movement of the
symphony was characterised by inspiring syncopation.

* A *

PROGRESS TOWARD THE GOALS announced in the World Population Plan of
Action of 1974 was acknowledged by the delegates. While world
population increased by 770 million since 1974, the global rate of
population growth, for example, dipped from 2 percent to 1.67
percent annually. Still, the human race is inereasin; by more than
80 million people each year, and more than 70 million of the
newcomers are in the developing nations whose resources ire
hardpressed to meet those people's needs.

FOUR MAIN THEMES were confronted at the ICP: 1) Fertility and the
Family; 2) Mortality and Health; 3) Population, Resources,
Environment and Development; and 4) Population Distribution and
Migration. The delegates drafted 88 concretw recommendations for
acticn to continue the job of bringing world population and global
resources into a more equitable balance.

THE BASIC HUMAN RIGHT to family planning is contained in
Recommendation 26 of the Conference report: "Governments should,
an a matter of urgency, make uni Ily available information,
education and the to assist couples and individuals to
achieve their desired number of children.'

WOMEN'S RIGHTS, ROLES AND STATUS were of major concern to the
conferees. The preamble to the Conference report recognizes that
'persisting inequalities between women and men are evident in the
higher incidence of poverty, unemployment and illiteracy among
women, the limited range of employment categories and
responsibilities borne by women. At the same time,' it continues,
it is increasingly recognized that socio- economic development is

curtailed without the active participation'Of women in all fic ds
of activity." Recommendation 5 of the ICP report urges the full
integration of women into all phases of the development process,
including planning, policy and decision-making, labelling these
efforts of "paramount importance." The 1985 Nairobi Conference to
review and appraise the achievements of the United Nations Decade
for Women will provide a forum for the creation of new strategies
to improve women's plight throughout the world.

* A *

THE POPULATION INSTITUTE
Communication Center 777 United Nations Plaza, New York, NY. 10017, USA (212) 687-3366

International Dateline, published by the Population Institute
of the UN. This contains international news on population and
development. An interesting feature .4" this service is the inclusion
of a feature insert in every issue, so as to highlight important news
items and call attention to their implications in the population
programmes of countries in the region.
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4. Audio-Visual Kit

Although costly to produce, audio-visual
materials for motivation and information cam-
paigns, training and educational programmes and
publicity of population education programmes
abound. This section will focus on slide-tape
presentations which are commonly used by popu-
lation education information centres.

Major uses of slide-tape presentations include
the following:

as a briefing material on the various activities
and services of population education pro-
grammes and population education informa-
tion centres

as a publicity material for the activities and
accomplishments of population education
programmes in other countries

as a supporting information material used by
trainers, teachers and other practitioners to
backstop their population education activities.

Slide-tape presentations are a good medium
for conveying messages because of the remarkable
synchronisation between the narration and the
presentation of slides. Slides have excellent colour
quality and are relatively inexpensive. They are
also lightweight and are easy to carry and store.
The sequencing of slides can be altered as required
and outdated slides can be replaced with new ones.

The narration can be recorded on cassette
tape, with beeps inserted at appropriate points
corresponding to the sequencing of the slides. A
slide-tape presentation can be stopped at any point
to allow for discussion.

............
Guidelines's4.....

a. IDENTIFICATION OF OBJECTIVES AND
INTENDED AUDIENCE AND DETER-
MINING THE SUBJECT MATTER OF A
SLIDE-TAPE PRESENTATION

Use data obtained from baseline research or
survey to determine the subject and audience. In
deciding on the objectives, ask if the intention is to
inform, promote discussions, motivate, publicise
services, create awareness, etc.
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b. DETERMINING THE BUDGET AND
LENGTH OF A SLIDE-TAPE PRESENTA-
TION

The length of a slide-tape presentation
depends not only on the objectives but also on the
available budget.

c. ORGANISING THE MATERIAL AND
THE PRODUCTION TEAM

If the budget allows, hire qualified personnel
or contra A the work to specialists. To save
money, do some of the production work in-house,
including the script writing and photography. The
rest of the work can be contracted out. These may
include taping and the processing of slides.

Make a synopsis or outline and a storyboard,
which is a series of sketches or pictures visualising
the sequence of the slide-tape presentation.

d. SCRIPT WRITING

Transfer the story board information to a
script, which contains the full narration and direc-
tions for the art work or for filming.

The directions are structured in two parallel
columns. One column is for audio (narration,
sound effects, music), and the other is for visuals
(instructions to the photographer or artist).

The script has four components: theme,
organisation (a fast start, a strong middle, and a
distinct conclusion), text (simple and concise),
ar 1 technique (full use of available sound and
appropriate visuals).

e. USE OF MUSIC AND DIALOGUE

The narration should be meaningful, with
dialogue or music linking the scenes. The choice of
music and the phrasing of the dialogue should
build the mood and pace of the presentation.
Variations in the use of sound can establish the
transitions from one scene or location to the next.

f. PHOTOGRAPHIC TECHNIQUES

Alternate medium and long range shots with
close-ups for interest and variety.
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Following are two examples of slide-tape presen-
tations. The first one is a short briefing/promo-
tional material, while the second one is a

training material.

EXAMPLES
OF
SLIDE-TAPE PRESENTATIONS

1) Population Education Briefing Kit. This
presents the objectives and work of the Population
Education Programme Service of the Unesco
Regional Office for Education in Asia and the
Pacific. A 20-minute, full-colour presentation, it
enumerates the functions and role of the Popula-
tion Education Programme Service in alleviating
the problem of population growth in the region.
It details the scope covered both in-school and out-
of-school, the advisory services offered to countries
in the region and the modalities of operation. The
final part focuses on the achievements and impact
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of the population education programme in the
region.

2) Introducing Demography into Population
Education. This is a six-unit slide-tape presenta-
tion for training purposes. It examines some basic
concepts of demography which are used in popula-
tion education. This can be used either for teacher
training or for classroom instruction. Unit I dis-
cusses how population information can be used in
planning for the future. Unit II examines the con-
cept of population, some types of population
records, the ways by which population changes and
the ways by which population growth is measured.
Unit III examines some of the statistics used to
describe population change. Unit IV discusses the
composition and structure of population and the
demographic transition. Unit V reviews past trends
in population growth and makes predictions for
the future, emphasising the role of the future
generation in developing a rational balance
between population and resources. Unit VI dis-
cusses the nature of population education, its
objectives and scope and its various activities. This
slide-tape presentation has been adapted and trans-
lated by various countries in the region, including
India, the Philippines, Thailand, Malaysia and
Indonesia.
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The purpose of population edneatios is to help students
understand the interrelationships between population
factors and human welfare - and to encourage them to act
in way that will improve the quality of life of the
individual, the family and the nation. (Pause)

Our goal is to help our generation - and future
generations - develop a Estional Warne between the
growth of population and the growth of resources. such

rational balance will lead to full and rewarding lives

national balance is a dynamic concept. The two ends of
the balance scale are population growth and resource
development. And both oan be changed. To do this, our
students will have to learn the skills of analys-s, data
collecting, critical thinking and then planning on the
basis of relevant information.

Planning for the future is to be done not only at the
national level; it need, to be done at the individual
and family levels. Children of today will have to
decide about their lives( about their family size, their
work...

Demography is rot Jost an academic exercise in population
data. It is more than that. ny giving us information
about the past it can help us to take the right road
towards a rational balance.

In schools, there are two ways to learn about relation-
ships between population and resources. One way is to
learn by rote - to simply memorise data.

34

a!

Six-set Slide-Tape Presentation On Introducing Demography into Population
Education.
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